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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 6

1 THE LEDGER & TIM
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

ew Series No. 454

OWERCE BOARD
NAMES OFFICERS
ANOTHER TERM

The Fourth Regular Day
for Merchants Here
It seems as though there Will
be so holiday for Murray, Saturday, July 4, as virtually all
places of business are planning
to remain open all day. The
usual Saturday afternoon crowd
is expected to be in Murray.
Only the wholesale groceries,
Bank of Murray, and cleaning
planta are certain of their closing.
Those who do take the rourth
will find that a great day is to
be had at the American Legion
Celebration at Pine Bluff or at
the Backusburg Homecoming.
Gov. A. B. Chandler will again
be the principal speaker of the
day with the WSM entertainers
Large
the fun.
furnishing
crowds are anticipated at both
places.

"
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon July 2, 1936

LEGION PREPARES
FOR MONSTER 4TH
PARTY SATURDAY

Mr. Joseph Moore Has
014.. Quilting Frame
Mr. Joseph Moore brought a
quilting frame to the Ledger &
Times °Mos last week that was
over 90 years old. Mr. Moore
said the frame was sawed with an
old fashioned whip saw. This antique is one of rarety and Mr.
Moore is rather proud of the
article, it being in his possession
for more than 40 years.
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Mrs. Joe T.

exchanged.
A vote of thanks was extended
to Mr. Ben Davis for his assistance
In the serving of the last - denier
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Twenty-five guests were present.
•• •••
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Lovett, Editor
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t Copy for this pare should be submitted not later than
afternoon each week.
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chambray shuts Sues 14 1-2 to 17 1-2.
Regular 60c value

Each 49c

59c

yard

Men's Overalls
Summer weight garments, triple stitched and extra full cut.

•

Pair $1.59

•

plaids in good colors for school
et wear All fast colors reeler
value

Men4s Work Shirts

:net:victual Wink

.•

SILK SALE...

Tissue Gingham

- Sheer Voiles
One entire takie devoted to this tinsel
dem_ Get ,70air neer dress at once. Values to elge

3ileono for tne•

•

. • ,

here a few items for consideration,

}-Ltooler clothes is a RIG
s.choot otedez3ts

tire(Paper -

White Shoes
_
Reg. $2.98 value $2.49
Reg. $1.59 vatue, $1.29 ' TRrADE:AT ..

The seasoces first reduction ori White
Shoes Be first to_ get in on these special
priers. •

Don't fail to took Lierseei at :no group
on geode'

RYAN'S

Specially Priced from 49c

'Satisfaction Since 1880"

Per pair, 69c
15c Print
Honestly zuaranteed
—new lam', piiiterns and

- Per yard 15c f`l- •
Fancy Rag Rugs
;Ater' ass"rtinent of ilic•e rugs, fine
iacant floor space,
. Assorted sizes—

•

39c and up

•

•,••

• ....

-1;im:

tor

4

- 4
441.•••••••1

r-77,

80-square
wide,

••

- j 1.4440,77-ViipZIM•

•
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Entertain Texas Guests
Relatives and friends gathered at
the home of Kr. and Mrs. T. A.
Jones Sunday, June 28, honoring
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones, of Amarillo, Texas, Mr. Japes is visiting relatives here for the first
time in 25 years.
A bountiful dinner was spread
on the lawn.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Stant
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Scott and daughter Mary Elizabeth, Mr. and Mrs. Bufford Houston, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fulton
sons, Billie Joe and Robert.
and Mrs. Tommie Johnson
and children, Mary Elizabeth, Sue,
Hugh Edward, Wilma Jane, and
Joe Pat, Mr. • and Mrs. Tellus
Broach and sons, Joe, Frank, and
Billy. Mr. and Mrs. Galen Buchanan and children, Mary Nelle
and Helen Frances.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Nance, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
Sonnie Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch, Mr. and Mrs. Mart
Rogers, Mr. Frank Rogers, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Riley.
Mrs. Cantafe Nance, Mr. and
Mrs. Carlos Jones and son Will
Mac, Mr. and Mrs. James Sims
and.,-eleughter Glenda Ann, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis Jones, John Morris
Housttui, Bruce Buchanan, Alvis
Buchanan, Luther Nance, Herbert
Boyd, Alvis Edward Jones, Hilton
Williams, Miss Reba Sims, Miss
Martha Lou Houston, Miss Nellie
Ruth Jones. Miss Mayrelle Jones.
Those that called in afternoon
were Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Churchill,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Jones, Mrs.

leIndMr.

boat ride, and conversation made a
most pleasant evening.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Jones and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Shelton and family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Beard,
Mr..aand Mrs. Herman Ross, Mr.
and 'Mrs. Herbert Dunn. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett had as Mrs. Lester Farmer and daughter,
dinner guests in their home Wed- Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter.
•• ••
nesday evening Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Austin. Mr. and Mrs. Ted ,San- Mrs. Kelly Dick Is Honor
Guest At Party
fold, Mlii Elizabeth Lovett, and
Preston Ordway, Afterwards they
Mrs. Wells Purdom entertained
went to the Capitol Theatre.
at her home 'Wednesday afternoon
• • .•
in compliment to her house guest,
Miss Mayrelle Johnson to be
Mrs. Kelly Dick, of Paris, Tenn.
Dean of Women at College.
The living room was very inviting. Late in the afternoon a party
Miss Mayrelle Johnson has beep
plate was served.
elected to act as dean of women at
Included were Mrs. Dick, Miss
Wells Hall during 1936-1937 school Desiree Beale, Mrs. Browning Robyear.
erts of Covington, Ky., Mrs. Russel
Miss Johnson received her A. B. Chance of Chickasaw, Okla, Mrs.
Teachers
degree at Murray State
Jack Kennedy.
College and her M. A. at the UniMrs. Marion Daffeny of Panama
versity of Kentucky. Last summer City, Fla., Mrs. George Hart, Miss
she received a scholarship in pol- Virginia Hay, Mrs. Ronald Churchitical science at Washington Uni- ill, Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs. Roy
versity, Washington, D. C., and Farmer, Mrs. Foreman Graham,
studied there for several weeks.
Mrs. Harry Broach, and Mrs. Will
She succeeds Dr. Mabel Gude Ed Covington.
in
who has accepted a position
Chicago.
Mrs. Geo. Hart,is having guests
••• •
at her home this afternoon in
Book and Thimble Club
honor of several out of town
Members Are Guests of Men.
visitors.

Laura Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Miller, Mr. John Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Outland, Billy Jones.
Mrs. Lottie Jones and sons,
Joseph Ray, Leon, and James, Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Williams, Mr. and
McNeely and
Mrs. Crawford
daughter. Carolyn Lou, Harry Ray,
and Hattie Kathryne Parks.

The Book and Thimble Club
Mrs. Bryan Tolley Is
was honored with a party at Pine
Presented Gift
Bluff Monday night, Hosts were
husbands of the group of women. '4The Stitch and Chatter Club gave
A delightful picnic supper, a Mrs. Bryan Tolley a lovely surprise gift for her new home.
They called at her home, presented the gift, and enjoyed a
pleasant hour together. The club
served cookies and cold drinks.
Present were Mrs. Thomas Bell,
Mrs, Charlie Hale, Mrs. Talmadge
Robinson, Mrs. Bryan Shelton, Mrs.
Claude Miller, Mrs. Tommie Lavender, Mrs. Glenn Jeffrey, Mrs.
Desiree Fair, Mrs. Bryan Tolley.

1 Gold Bloom
. COOL OFF with

VITA -FRESH

ORANGE DRINK

Mr. And Mrs. Jack Frost
Return To Louisville
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Frost returned to their home- in Louisville
Sunday after a visit In the city.
They were entertained at several
small, informal parties. On'Triday
with Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop
they motored to the Shiloh Battlefield.
On Saturday evening a number
of intimate friends of the couple
were entertained in the Bishop
home. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Frost, .Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Lowry,
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey,
and Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes,
and Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mr. a
Mrs. George Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Lovett. Miss Anna Diltz Holton, Miss Frances Bradley. Mrs. C.
A. Bishop.

S. Pleasant Grove

including tax
The Drink with the
Fresh Orange Taste!

City Consumers Co.
on, esAY &

Paducha,

Kentucky

This community was represented
(after Sunday School here) at the
singing held at the courthouse in
Murray Sunday afternoon.
The temperance sermon by Galen
Gough, son of the pastor of Sinking Spring Church, at that place
Sunday evening was fine and since
God has saved him he intends to
use his talent in fighting the liquor
curse: trying to warn the people
to keep clear of drink,
Mr. and Mrs: Clough Miller and
Bascum Miller of California. were
recent guests of their sister, Mrs.
Lee Carratvay and family, and
other relatives near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Paschall
have bought a new car.
Dorothy and Thelma McPherson
were week end visitors with Paducah relatives.
Fay Rogers, of Detroit. is spending his vacation with his grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Rogers and Mr. and. Mrs. 0. Waldrop.
Those from Murray attending
the funeral services for Mrs, Dula
Adams at S. South Pleasant Grove
besides relatives, were Mrs. Jeff
McKeel, Mrs. Martha Dockery and
daughter Shirley Ann. Miss Eulala
Hutchens, Mrs. Velma Carroll,
Gaston McKeel, Mr. and Mit. Dawson Smith, Mrs. Annie Shroat and
daughter Bettie. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Adams, of Pottertown.
She was a member of the Baptist

Depopulating the Roads of Pests

ate Pehn
MID LIKE TO SWAT
•

trial
THE PEST Mod TAUS
IN THE MIDDLE
Of THE POA

THE
IN AND (VT
VVEAVER

a stitch-

PERFECTION IN FOOD!

r

good food than to
k's much easier to talk about
we don't take elle
Brown
the
at
here
-but
serve it
easy way! The best chefs that money can him
-the best food that money can buy-these
are the rrttroas for our.unsurpassed
reputation for excellent food.

Ne•
'Tee
SPEED DEMON

a•all 1•••••
•••••••

THE PEST WHO
SWOOPS OUT OP
THE DRIVEWAY

BE

Trostlen hu. Co. Stletr

Most drivers hare had the feeling
that they would like to run the careless driver right off the road, Including the road hogs, the weaver, the
snatcher of seconds at red lights,
the speed demon, the driver who
never signals — and-also the horn
blower.
Many a time a driver has been
heard to say. "I wish I had a 10-ton
truck 'to chase -the pests off the
road." But there is a better way to
get rid of the pests. And that is to
have a sufficient force of pollee on
church and. died of cancer in a
hospital in St. Louis,
Mrs. Hafford Paschall and little
daughter, Mrs. Dixie Nance and
son, who were visiting relatives
near Puryear, - were week end
guests of Mrs. Shannon Ellis and
family.
Ivan Guthrie's wheat thresher
to nine different farms last
and threshed about 900
s of wheat that day.
The Rev. and Mrs. Carl Smith
attended,_a revival meeting at Paris
-last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy ithillips and
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Scarbrough
were recent visitors with their sister, Mrs. Clinton Atkins, and family on Clark's river. Their daughter, Tinesy, was ill with heart
trouble.
Alderson,
Taylor
Nan
Mrs.
Akron, Ohio. formerly of Gunter's
Flat, was greeting friends in Murray Saturday.
Amen td' the street preacher

SerriCa•

the main roads. A policeman patrol.
ling the road can make almost
goody-goody out of the most danger'
ous driver.
Until people grow up in their use
of motor vehicles, it seems to be
necessary to provide many with
watchmen. Here's something funny
about the "pests you'd like to swat."
There are so many of them, at various times, that if all were drives:
from the highway, there would be
practically no one left. Who are the
Pests if the road, anyway?
Saturday who preached from the
courthouse steps. It was said some
of the audience had not heard a
sermon for many years. He urged
more Bible reading and prayer.
Parents, food and clothing is not
all God wants you to furnish your
children. If they were passing
could you say "I have done all I
could for their spiritual welfare."
The time may be near for some
of their going. A poern memorized in younger days follows:
"Now is the time ah friend to
speak loving words of cheer to
those around whose lives you hold
so dear; they may not long remain."

Marriage
Licenses

PINE BLUFF NINE DEFEATS
COLDWATER, LIBERTY CLUBS

Delton Dodds, 21, Sedalia, and
Reba Ford, 23. Lynn Grove. The
license was issued June 27.
Guy Brown, 27. McKenzie, Tenn.,
Lucille Sykes, 27, Paris, Tenn. The
license was issued July 1.

one Pine Bluff nine, managed by
Otis Eldridge, rung up two victories Saturday and Sunday on the
Bluff diamond. On Saturday the
Liberty outfit fell before the Bluffers by a wore of 5-3. In the Sunday affair the Eldridgemen soundCHURCH OF'CHRIST
ly thrashed Coldwater 13-1 behind
Sunday Morning services: Sun- the pitching of Lefty Weeks. Thurday School 9:45; preaching by man led the day in hitting by taking a double and three singles and
The WPA Sewing Exhibit held Vernon Smith at 11:00.
also of the Bluff, followed
Elkins,
at
evening
stedy
Sunday
Bible
was
o'clock,
4
from
to
2
June 27
singles and a double.
two
with
o'clock.
8
Mrs.
by 75 persons.
enjoyed
Lucy Rose registered each one as
5.
they came in. Mrs. Marjory Richardson and Mrs. Mary Sue Enoch
served lemonade.
Miss Helen Maupin showed the
guests article on display as the
other women continued their usual
work. .
Garments for all occasions and
all sizes were hung on racks and
spread on tables for inspection.
Each garment made was cut and
finished in the- sewing room and
then turned over to the relief office where it will be given out to
relief people.
Several favorable remarks were
misde .concernini the appearance
•
.of the garments.

We will close our places of business Saturday,
JULY 4th at

Miss Elaine Ahart, who has been
area supervisor, has returned to
the Training Work Center as suMrs. Mason McEeel
pervisor.
has been acting as supervisor during Miss Ahart's absence and she
now holds the position as timekeeper for the work center.
During the year that the Training Work Center has been working the following Amber of garments have been released to the
sponsor:
Dresses—women's, 1,110, girls',
540. children's, 8811 total dresses.
2,530. '
Baby Clothes. 000, diapers, 100
dozen.
Shirts—men's. 500. boys', 534,

NOON
MURRAY WHOLESALE GRO.
COMPANY

COVINGTON BROTHERS &
COMPANY

No. 2 of a Safety
Series
Published by the Jackson Purchase Oil Company In the interest of safer driving and the
preservation of human life.

Rushing Creek
As we do not notice a news correspondent from our community. I
though I would write a few items.
Everyone feels much better since
we had a good shower of rain

YOU'VE

IT

EXPERIENCED

many times—that ghostly,

un-

certain, one-eyed car speeding
toward you on city streets or
dark highways. You turned out
of your lane—gave it
room—just

to be

plenty of

sure.

Yet,

when you're a "one light" offender, you put other motorists
in similar doubt and
('heck

your

danger.

headlights,

light, parking lights and

tail
stop

lights often—guard yourself and
every

motorist

against

"one

light" dangers.

For a Sane Fourth
Retire with
GENERALS

SUNBURST
for Summer Energy
Keep your body in perfect
health this summer by
drinking plenty 'of SUNBURST. A glass of Sunburst is full of energy. It
will keep you cool and refreshed.

Stay Fit ... Drink SUNBURST
Pasteurized Milk

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the gni-eery from which you bought the milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.

LOUISVILLA

Prayer meeting Wednesday evtotal shirts, 1.034.
ening at 8 o'clock.
Suitt, 380, blouses, 20.
Overalls—men's, 68,. boys'. 152,1
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
total overalls 220.
CALLED
Overall.Jackets—men's, 20. laoys'ei
12, total jackets, 32.
The quarterly conference of the
Coveralls boys', 57.
E. church circuit will be
Underwear—women's, 602. men's, HaM1 M.
Saturday, July 11.
150, girls', 800, boys', 375, total ab.Providence,
A good report from all church ofunderwear garments, 1,927.
ficials will be,—appreciated.
Sleeping Garments--women's, 390,
112,
boys',
220,
men's, 15, girls',
REVIVAL"MEETING
total sleeping garments, 737.
_Theze_.attill be a revival meeting
Pillow Cases, 128:., sheets. 14at the Hazel Methodist church.
letisrellarletus. 50. Total monetary veICI-0-- of gar-- beginning Sunday, 'July 5- The
ments made and distributed $5,356.- Rev. K. G., Dunn will do the
preaching. Services will be at 10
20.
a. m. and 8 p. m. The public is
extended a cordial welcome to attend the services.

NOTICE! •

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

THE BROWN
HOTEL

'(Inc for
sea— •

yesterday.
Elder J. H. Thurman filled his
appointment here Saturday and
Sunday with large crowds attending which included Shirley Barrow and family. of Detroit. Mayon
King and family, of South Bend,
Ind., Neville Outland, and Mr. and
Mrs. Monroe Compton and farniiy,
of Murray.°
The Rev. Tim Hicks 'filled his
regular appointment at Center
Ridge second Sunday with a large
congregation in attendance.
The Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Hicks
had as their guest; Sunday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Compton and children, Cozy, Lloyd, and
Hershel Hicks, of Murray.
We were very sorry to learn of
the death of one of our neighbors,
Death was
Stokley McDougal.
due to an extended illness of tuberculosis. `•
"Seek the Lord in the days of
thy youth."
If this misses the waste basket I
will write again as this is my
first attemp as a. scribe.—Lazy N.

W*P.. A. Sewing
Center News

THE HCRN SLOWER

74 ICE CREAM
F TH MIN
for July...
Fresh
PEACH

.
IN4).111)
• 11.

T,%E NAN WHO lir
."4iS WITHOUT

patterns

0-5(uare
wide,
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GENERAL builds longer
auct SAFtIR mileage, as well
as safety for the car owner
and others on the highway.

America's
LongestWearing
Tire

Don't risk lives with Mick,
worn flees.
Replace them with ft 'ne
se4 of GENERALS. Be able
to STOP when you need to
stop.

THE NEW

Even the best brakes are
, almost useless unless your
tires can grip.

GENERAL

Courteous, Complete Service Always

Super - Service Station
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
armicts. 1/11111010111T
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home of their teacher, Mrs. Pearl
her arm bouquet was yenew gladMoon, June 25.
Jdfiel Tnnelo33.Y
daisies and buietts.
tali,
was spent in playPhone 338, Please
sports
The
White
a
wore
Beale
Mrs. Joe T. Lont, Editor
Milo
s,
costume. and Mn. McDill's cos- ing games and contest
acwine
with
were
served late
white
unents
of
Ete(yest
was
tume
cessortes. Both wore shoulder cor- in the afternoon.
sages of yellow roses and bluetts.
Members present, were James
The groom's mother, Mrs:'
Key, Janet Key,. Joette Roger.,
and
nut Annstrons. was in black
Lurell Miller, Carlis Crone h,
The Stitch and Chatter Club whits crape.- Her shoulder corsage Charles Ed Rogers, Harry Rogers,
„
mot with Mrs Glenn Jeffry 108t was of gardenias.
Donald Lawrence.
The hours
than Tuesday
Thursday afternoon
Copy for this page should be submitted not later
Qut of town viols were: John • Ilulala Lawrence. John Tinsley,
wens spent in sewing and conver- Spellings, Miss Helen Spellings,
afternoon each week.
Edda Tinsley, Marie Jones, Pat
satipa.
Mee. Gordea Adulates la Honor
Mrs. J. L. Parker, Miss Hattie May JqneK
Witty. Charles
Maxine
served
was
Parker.
course
Mr..
Ice
and
s
Party
MarParker.
deliciou
Bridge
Al
A
of
T
,Guest
'
Joe
Parker, and Jack Parker
Miss Marilyn Mason Is Honored West Poplar.
to Mra Thomas Bell, Mrs. Joe tin, Mrs. Jack Beale and Miss Pogue, Lenneth Rogers. Carolyn
McNeely, Jimmie Crouch, Will
Mn, Ben Davis and Mrs. Nat
was
e
o tshseillheumM
guIenst mui
Bilker, Mrs, Deliree Fair. me*, Elisabeth Randolph of Murray, Lou
a
Boyd.
Miss Marilyn Mason. who will
rso.f hetrtabrotheil.i, Ryan Hughes were joint hosts at
Mrs, Glerui Jeffrey,„Xy.. Mrs. Frank Bunch of Bruce- Mac Jones, L J.
Hale,
Cbarley
e.
after.
Ive today for Camp Riverlak
Ws.
and family, lovely bridge party. Monday
Lavender,
of
Knight
Tommy
J.
Mrs.
ce
Holmes
:Claren
T.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ton,
1Wiltichester, Tenn.. to spend July concluding her V tali. in Kentucky noon, in compliment to Mrs. GorClaude Miller, Mrs. Telrnage Rob- Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. John M. It Pays to Read the Muffled)
ented
arid August, was complim
Shelton, Mrs
of her sister. Mrs don Johnston.
Mrs.
Brayan
home
inson,
the
at
Pickens and daughter of Louiswith a picnic supper on Tuesday. Jae T. Parker and Mr. Parker.
The spacious rooms were thrown
Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Vester Orr, and ville, Ky.-Jackson, Tenn. Sun.
Plans were made by Miss Jane
the
Mrs. Will Jeffrey.
where their mother. Mrs.- doel B. together and very pleasant for
VeaL and Miss Isabelle Waldrop. Knight, is also a guest.
The next meeting will be with
afternoon of bridge.
Chiropractor
honoree
the
ealk
of
wi•idod
Intimate friends
Nth.
Salem Baptist Sunday School
Mrs. Tommy Lavender.
Attractive prizes were preented
Mrs. Latta was
visit,
her
During
ul
delightf
the
Office at Home, 605 West Main
ned
were included in
Entertai
scorer,
high
class
s,
Edmond
D.
0.
Mrs.
also entertained in the homes of to
dutch supper.
high,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
rela- Mrs. 0. J. Jennings. second
MeihOildbly,Children Have
The members of the primary
Marilyn 'friends and her husband's
Miss
were
Present
in Afternoon
Mrs. R. R. Meloan, low, and Mrs.
and
Valley,
Sunday
Water
ati
Fulton.
Baptist
in
Ibreabfd
tive'
class of Salem
Masan, Miss Mary Frances Johnto 11 P.M.
Johnston honor guest.
Gordon
the
at
ned
School were entertai
son. Miss Mary Moore WIndscir, Lowey, NY
The Junior Methodist League enA salad plate was served.
Miss Madge Patterson, Miss Jane
Mrs. Gordon
Included, were
joyed a breakfast and swimming
M. E. Society To Meet
deg.
Holton,
party at the Murray Pool on SatJohngton. Mrs. Miriam
Tuesday 3 P. M.
Make a Picture to ReMiss Maude Barnett, Miss Paurday morning:
Mrs. E. J. Beale. Mrs. G, B. Scott.
Jr., Mrs. Ted
Present were Sarah Ruth Rhodes,
tricia Mason, Miss Jane Veal. Miss
member that Good
The regular meeting of the Alice Mrs. .K S. Diuguid
Waldrop. Miss Eleanor
Herbeet Stress.
Harold Glenn Doran, Allen Poole,
Isabelle
Waters Missionary Society will be Sanford. Mrs.
Time!
s,
.
Sammon
NaWaldrop
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Miss
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Scott,
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Gatlin,
Mrs. Bryan
held 'At the, M. E. Church- Tuesday
Mary J0 Pentecost, Charlene Allomi Maple. Mrs. W. H. Fox, Mrs.
, SUPPLIES
afternoon at 3 p. m.
FILMS
SEE OUR LINE OF KODAKS,
Mrs. Roy Stewart.
britten, Eleanor Hire, Louise PutMiss Patricia Mason entertainCircle No. 2 will have charge of Wells Purdom,
yan.
nam.
Mrs. Nat Ryan. Mrs. Joe
ed for Midi Marilyn Mason on the program.
Rachel Sam/noes, Martha Belle
SENTAMrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. J. H.
Wednesday afternoon.
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Patsy Parker, Nancy WhitHood,
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Capitol
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nell, Lee Roy Denham, Wells
Vernon Stubblefield Jr.. Mrs. MarTheatre and afterwards were servAt Hale Home
Winifred Ely,
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Excessive speed on the highway which it passed must
dgop, Miss Jane Veal. Miss Isabelle apron-garden party
noon with Mrs. C A. Hale and Walter Blackburn. Mrs Will Hig- doesn't always manifest itself in moving rapidly, for the missile ard Mason, John Paul Butterworth,
There Miss Patricia Mason.
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ZOO Single Sheet
Mrs. B. F. Schreffius, in her
able manner, handled her
usual
s
Sheet
100 Double
Large assortment new summer patterns
Amorted plaids in good colors for schtkll
topic "The Status of Women in
in first quality washable silks.
One entire table devoted to this timely
fast colors, regular
All
wear
street
and
Valonce.
at
item. Get your new dress
Regular $1.00 Silk-the United States." in an entervalue
and 100 Envelopes
49c
Usually $2100
ties to 49c.
taining way. She brought out the
69c
only
This offer of double'quantity and low price is for this month
Regular 89c Silk1:ersonal
Offering for the first tin•e-an innovation in smart
in white
had
be
also
may
. You'll want-several of these full cut, blue",
sheet
stationery. This beautiful granite
, chambray shirts. Sizes 14 1-2 to 17 1-2.
to suit
These arc the very latest style in high'
or ivory. Check your choice of color combination below
Regular 60c value.
Reg.
s.
grade summer two-piece garment
you: individual taste.
,
$2.013 value-Summer weight garments, triple stitched and extra full cut.
exchanged.
A vote of thanks was extended
to Mr. Ben Davis for his assistance
in the serving of the last dinner.
. Delightful refreshments, with the
fourth of July Motif, were served
by the hosts assisted by Mrs. V E.
Windsor, Mrs. Charlie Hale. Miss
Jane Hale, and Miss Mary Louise
Hale.
Twenty-five guests were present.
• • • • •
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Speed Did This

•

a pot-luck luncheon on Thursday,
Ads, the 9, at the „home of Mrs.
Fereman Graham. It is one of the
three annual summer parties Hach
member may bring a guest.
• • •• •
Mn. Glenn Jeffrey Entertains
Stitch And Chatter Club

I

Dr: W.C. Oakley

• r. K.
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SILK SALE...
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Sheer Voires

• Price per yard, 29c
Men4s Work Shirts
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59c yard
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Each 49c
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rs. Pearl
June 25.
in playved late

e Jame.
Rogers,
;retie b,
r Rogers.

Tinsley,
ones, Pat
Charles
Carolyn
ruch, Will

Laura Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Entertain Texas Guests
Relatives and friends gathered at Miller, Mr. John Jones. Mr. and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Mrs. Herman Outland, Billy Jones.
Mrs. Lettie Jones and sons,
Jones Sunday, June 28, honoring
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones, of Ama- Joseph Ray, Leon, and James, Mr.
rillo, Texas. Mr. Jones is visit- and Mrs. Oscar Williams, Mr. and
ing relatives here for the first Mrs. Charlie Williams, Mr. and
McNeely and
Mrs. Crawford
time in 25 years.
A bountiful dinner was spread daughter, Carolyn Lou, Harry Ray,
and Hattie Kathryne Parks.
on the lawn.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and *a. Joe Lovett had as
Joe Broach, Mr. and Mrs. Stant
Jones. Ml'. and Mrs. Clarence dinner guests in their home WedStott and daughter Mary Eliza- nesday evening Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
beth, Mr and Mrs. Bufford Hous- Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Santon, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fulton ford, Miss Elizabeth Lovett, and
Preston Ordway. Afterwards they
d suns, Billie Joe and Robert.
r. and Mrs. Tommie Johnson went to the Capitol Theatre.
••••
and children, Mary Elizabeth, Sue,
Hugh Edward, Wilma Jane, and Miss Mayrelie Johnson to be
Joe Pat, Mr. and Mrs. Tellus
Dean of Women at College.
Broach and sorui, Joe, Frank, and
BucGalen
Miss Mayrene Janson has been
Billy, Mr. and Mrs.
hanan and children, Mary Nelle elected to act as dean of women at
and Helen Frances.
Wells Hall. during 1936-1937 school
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Nance, Mr. year.
and Mrs. Jim Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Johnson received her A. B.
Sonnie Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Gor- degree at Murray State Teachers
don Crouch, Mr. and Mrs. Mart College and her M. A. at the UniRogers, Mr. Prank Rogers. Mr. versity of Kentucky. Last summer
.,,and Mrs. Roy Jones, Mr, and Mrs. she received a scholarship in polLeon Riley.
itical science at Washington UniMrs. Cantafe Nance, Mr. and versity, Washington, D. C., and
Mrs. Carlos Jones and son Will studied there for several weeks.
Mac. Mr. and Mrs. James Sims
She succeeds Dr. Mabel Gude
and daughter Glenda Ann, Mr. and Who has accepted a position in
Mrs. Alvis Jones, John Morris Chicago.
ass. •
Houston, Bruce Buchanan, Alvis
Buchanan, Luther Nandi, Herbert Book and Thimble Club
Alvis Edward Jones, Hilton
Members Are Guests of Men.
Williams, Miss Reba Sims, Miss
The Book and Thimble Club
Martha Lou Houston. Miss Nellie
Ruth Jones, Miss Mayrelle Jones. was honored with a party at Pine
Those that called in afternoon Bluff Monday night. Hosts were.
were Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Churchill, husbands of the group of women.
A 'delightful picnic supper, a
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Jones, Mrs.

C

1--

COOL OFF with

Gold Bloom
VITA -FRESH

ORANGE DRINK

boat ride, and conversation made a
most pleasant evening.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. ttiither Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Jonei and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Sheltim and family. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Byron Beard,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Rosa, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Dunn,'Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Farmer arid daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter.

including tax
The Drink with the
Fresh Orange Taste!

City Consumers Co.
Paducha,'‘

Kentucky

Mrs. Wells Purdom entertained
at her home Wednesday afternoon
in compliment to her house guest,
Mrs. Kelly Dick, of Paris, Tenn.
The living room was very invitMg.- Late _in_the afternoon a party
plate was served.
Included were Mrs. Dick. Miss
Desiree Beale, Mrs. Browning Roberts of Covington, Ky., Mrs. Russel
Chance of chickasaw, Okla, Mrs.
Jack Kennedy.
Mrs. Marion Daffeny of Panama
City, Fla., Mrs. George Hart, Miss
Virginia Hay, Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs. Roy
Farmer, Mrs. Foreman Graham,
Mrs. Harry Broach, and Mrs. Will
Ed Covington.
Mrs. Geo. Hart is having guests
at her home this afternoon in
honor ,of several out of town
visitors.
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Mrs. Bryan Tolley Is
"'resented Gift
The Stitch and Chatter Club gave
Mrs. Bryan Tolley a lovely surprise gift for her new home.
They called at her home, presented the gift, and enjoyed a
pleasant hour together. The club
served cookies and cold drinks.
Present were Mrs. Thomas Bell,
Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs. Talmadge
Robinson, Mrs. Brygn Shelton, Mrs.
Claude Miller. Mrs. Tommie Lavender, Mrs. Glenn Jeffrey, Mrs.
Desiree Fair, Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Mr. And Mrs. Jack Frost
Return To Louisville
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Frost returned to their home in Louisville
Sunday after a visit in the city.
They were entertained at several
small, informal parties. On Friday
with Mr:. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop
they Motored to the Shiloh Battlefield,
On Saturday evening a number
of intimate friends of the couple
were entertained in the Bishop
home. Present were Mro_teid Mrs.
Frost, ,Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Lowry,
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mi.
and Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Purdom. Mr. and
Mrs. George Hart, Mr. and, Mrs.
Joe Lovett, Miss Anna Diltz Holton, Miss Frances Bradley, Mrs. C.
A. Bishop.

This community was represented
(after Sunday School here) at the
singing held at the courthouse in
Murray Sunday -afternoon.
The temperance sermon by Galen
Gough, son of the pastor of Sinking Spring Church, at that place
Sunday evening was fine and since
God has saved him he intends to
use his talent in fighting the liquor
curse; trying to warn the people
to keep clear of drink.
Mr. and Mrs. Clough Miller and
Bascum Miller of California. were
recent guests of their sister. Mrs.
Lee 'Carraway and family, and
other relatives near here.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon' Paschall
have bought a new car.
Dorothy and Thelma McPherson
were week end visitors with Peaucah relatives.
Pay Rogers, -of Detroit. is s
ing his vacation with his grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs: Arthur
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. 0. Waldrop.
Those from Murray attending
the funeral services for Mrs. Dula
Adams at S. South Pleasant Grove
besides relatives. were Mrs. Jeff
McKeel, Mrs. Martha Dockery and
daughter Shirley Ann, Miss Eulala
Hutchens, Mrs. Velma Carroll,
Gaston McKeel, Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Smith, Mrs. Annie Shroat and
daughter Bettie. ,Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Adams, of Pottertown.
She was a member of the 'Baptist

MIN

F TH

food than to
It's much easier to iatk about good don't take the
we
Brown
the
at
serer it-but here
hire
easy way! The best chefs that money can
buy-these
can
money
that
food
-the best
are the reasons for our unsurpassed
reputation for excellent food.

SWAT
rou'D LIKE TOsir
•
.
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14ICE CREAM

PERFEITION IN F0011

ate Pegii

Mrs. Kelly Dick Is Honor
Guest At Party

S. Pleasant Grove

6c

Depopulating the Roads of,Pests

for July...
Fresh
PEACH

Prayer meeting Wednesday evtotal shirts, 1.034. .
yesterday.
at 8 o'clock,
ening
20.
blouses,
380.
Suits,
his
tilled
Thurman
H.
J.
Elder
Overalls—men's, 68, boys'. 152,
appointment here Saturday and
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
Sunday with large crowds attend- total overalls 220.
CALLED
Overall Jackets—men's, 20, boys',
ing which included Zliirley Bar32.
jackets,
total
roit. Mayon 12.
.
row and family. of Da
The quarterly conference of the
Coveralls boys', 57.
King and family, of South Bend,
M. E. church circuit will be
Hazel
men's,
Underwear—women's, 602,
Ind., Neville Outland, and Mr. and
Saturday, July 11.
at
Providence,
Mrs. Monroe Compton and family, 150, girls', 800, buys', 375, total A good report from all church ofunderwear garments, 1,927.
of Murray.
ficials will be appreciated.
Sleeping Garments—women's, 390,
The Rev. Tim Hicks filled his
regular appointment at Center men's, 15, girls', 220, buys', 112,
REVIVAL MEETING
Ridge second Sunday with a large total sleeping garments, 737.
congregation in attendance.
There will be a revival meeting
Pillow Cases, 128; sheets, 14.
The Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Hicks
at the Hegel Methodist church,
Miscellaneous, 50.
had as their guests Sunday afterTotal monetary value of gar- beginning 'Sunday. July 5. Tbe
noon, Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Comp- ments made and distributed $5,356.- Rev. K. G. Dunn will do the
ton and children, Cozy. Lloyd, and 20.
preaching. Services will be at 10
Hershel Hicks, of Murray.
a. m. and 8 p. m. The public is
We were very sorry to learn of
extended a cordial welcome to atthe death of one of our neighbors,
tend the services.
Death was
Stokley McDougal.
due to an extended illness of tuPINE BLUFF NINE DEFEATS
berculosis.
COLDWATER, LIBERTY CLUBS
"Seek the ,Lord in the days of
ffelton Dodds,* 21, Sedalia, and
thy youth."
The Pine Bluff nine, managed by
Reba Ford. 23, Lynn Grove. The
If this misses the waste basket I license was issued June 27.
Otis Eldridge, rung up two victothe
will write again as this is my
Guy Brown, 27, McKenzie, Tenn., ries Saturday and Sunday on
first attemp as a scribe.—Lazy N. Lucille Sykes, 27, Paris, Tenn. The Bluff diamond. On Saturday the
Liberty outfit fell before the Bluflicense was issued July 1.
fers by a score of 5-3. In the Sunday affair the Eldridgemen soundCHURCH OF CHRIST
ly thrashed Coldwater 13-1 behind
Sunday Morning services: Sun- the pitching of Lefty Weaks. Thurday School 9:45; preaching asy man led the day in hitting by taking a double and three singles and
at 11:00.
The WPA Sewing Exhibit held Vernon Smith
Bible study Sunday evening at Elkins, also of the Shift followed
June 27 from 2 to 4 o'clock,' was
with two singles and a double.
by 75 persons. Mrs. 8 o'clock.
enjoyed
Lucy Rose registered each one as
they came in. Mrs. Marjory Richardson and Mrs. Mary Sue Enoch
served lemonade.
Miss Helen Maupin showed the
guests article on display as the
other women continued their usual
work.
Garments for all occasions and
all sizes were hung on racks and
spread on tablit4 for inspection.
Each garment made was cut and
finished in the-sewing room and
then turned over to the relief office where it will be given out to
relief people.
Several favorable remarks were
made concerning the appearance
of the garments.

NOTICE!
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THE
SPEED DEMON

THE PEST WHO
SWOOPS OuT
THE DRIVEWAY

„ •••••

Trawlers las. Co. Sala y Soviet.

Most drivers have had the feeling
that they would like to run the careless driver right off the road, including the road hogs, the weaver, the
snatcher of seconds at red lights,
de speed demon, the driver who
never signals—and also the horn
blower.
Many a time a driver has been
heard to say, "I wish I had a 10-ton
truck to chase the pests off the
road." But there is a better way to
get rid of the pests. And that Is to
hare a sufficient force of police on

the main roads. A policeman patrolling the road can make almost 3
goody-goody out of the most dangerous driver.
Until people grow up in their use
of motor vehicles, it seems to be
necessary to provide many with
watchmen. Here's something funny
abist the "pests yrai'd like to swat."
Thee/ are so many of them, at various times, that if all were driven
from the highway, there, would be
practically no one left. Who are the
pests of the road, anyway?

We will close our placeit
of business Saturday,
JULY 4th at

church and died of cancer in a Saturday who preached from the
courthouse steps. It was said some
hospital in St. Louis.
Mrs. Raiford Paschall and little of the audience had not heard a
daughter, Mrs. Dixie ISance and sermon for many years. He urged
son, who were visiting relatives more Bible reading and prayer.
Parents, food and clothing is not
near Puryear, were week end
guests of Mrs. Shannon Ellis and all God wants you to furnish your
'children. If they were passing
family.
could you say "I have done all I
thresher
wheat
Guthrie's
Ivan
conlif for their spiritual welfare."
last
farms
Moved to nine different
time may be near for some
Saturday and threshed about 900 The
of their going. A poem memor°
bushels of wheat that day.
in younger days follows:
The Rev. and Mrs. Carl Stnith iXed
"Now is the time ah friend to
attended a revival meeting at Paris
speak 'loving words of 'cheer to
last week.
those around Whose lives you bold
and
Mr. and Mrs. Toy 'Phillips
so dear;, they may not long reMr. and Mrs. Goebel Scarbrough main."
were recent visitors with their sister, Mrs. Clinton Atkins, and family on Clark's river. Their daughter, Tinesy, was ill with heart
trouble.
Taylor
Nan
Alderson, As.we do not notite a news corMrs.
Akron, Ohio, formerly of Guntq' respondent from our community. I
: though I would write a few items.
,
Flat. was greeting friends in Mtn
Everyone feels much better since
ray Saturday.
Amen _to the street preacher we had a good shower of rain

Miss Elaine Ahart, who has been
area supervisor, has returned to
the Training Work Center' as suMrs. Mason McKeel
pervisor.
has been acting as supervisor during Miss Ahart's absence and she
now holds the position as timekeeper for the work center.
During the year that the Training Work Center has been working the following Amber of garments have been released to the
sponsor:
Dresses—women's, 1.110. girls',
540, children's, 880, total dresses,
2,530.
Baby Clothes. 000. diapers, 100
dozen.
Shirts—men's, 500, 'boys', 534,
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No. 2 of a Safety
Series
Published by the Jackson Purchase Oil Ccunpany in the interest of safer driving and the
preservation of human life.
YOU'VE EXPERIENCED IT
many times—that ghostly, uncertain, one-eyed car speeding
toward you on city

streets

or

dark highways. You turned out
of your lane—gave it plenty of
Yet,
room—just to be sure.
ellen you're a "one light" offender, you put other motorists
in similar doubt and
Check

your

danger.

headlights,

light, parking lights and

tail
stop

lights often—guard yourself and
every motorist against "one
light" dangers.

For a Sane Fourth
Retire with

More non-skid mileage
... more

GENERAL builds longer
and SAFER mileage, as well
as safety for the car owner
and, others on the highway.
_
Don't risk 1iv63 with slick,
worn tires.
••4
Replace them with a new
seE of GENERALS. Be able
to STOP when you need to
stop.

SUNBURST
for Summer Energy
Keep your body in perfect
health this summer by
drinking plenty of SUNBURST. A glass of Sunburst is full of energy. It
will keep you cool and refreshed.

America's
LongestWearing
Tire

mileage

•

THE NEW

Even the best brakes are
almost useless unless your
tires can grip.

Stay Fit... Drink SUNBURST
Pasteurized Milk

total

than you ye ever known

GENERALS

G.EN ERA',

Courteous, Complete Servke Always

•
Super - 5ervIce .Station
-

obliWhen you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an
,
route
gation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.

Murray Milk Products Co.
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Underwirters. insurance agency of week's visit
S. Somer.
that cA: Ben received his LLB. been in Chicago and Danville, /ll„ Calif., to spend several weeks with old and still active. She has many arrive today for a visit to Mr. Mrs. B.
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Miss Idavis Hamilton of Detroit dale. and Mrs. Regsdale on South ducting his classes in
Co.. Memphis. Tenn., having for Beach. of Lynn Grove. They left and Mrs. N. C. Rdberts.
his absence.
Mr.,and Mrs. Crate Jones. of is expected to arrive the latter part Teeth street
.his territory Arkansas, Missouri, for their home WS Detepil -last
?ass rAnii. Lee, daughter of Mr.
Dr. F. E. Crawford. Dwallet Find IJ
Memphis:- Term.. visited Mr. and- of this week to visit Mrk-J. D.
„.
Alabama. and Louisiana. 'Kelley week.
U'
Mrs. T. A. Junes and Mr. and Hamilton and J. D. Jr. and Mrs. Frank Lee of East Side Nat'L Da* Bldg. Tel. 1X-J.
Miss Mary Virginia Coleman,
Mrs. Toy Nance Thursday and
J.- D. Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs. of the county is visiting her sister.
Friday of last week.
Jeff Shroat. received - a heed in Mrs. Bodie Cathey on Third street, French instructor in the Murray
•CS
Play suits and swire suns. Jest Jury in an automobile accident
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bradley have College foreign language depart- -9
the thing for PICNICS. At the on \Olive street. Wednesday after- as house guests this week Mrs.
Jack & Jell.
noon. The truck in which he was Agnes Scott and Mrs. Hattie Hale
Mrs. Franklin Brown and sons, riding collided with a fire plug of Princeton.
Harold and Charles. of Royal Oak, throwing him through the windWilliam Jeffrey has become eonWill be held'atAssociation headquarters in Murray at 2 Mich.. spent several days with Mr. shield. A very severe gash in his nected with the Aurora Lunch.
-o'clock. P. M., Wednesday, July 8, 1936, fol.-the purpose and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, of. forehead, and minor bruises, was
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in the wreck.
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Rupert Harris, of near Murray,
J. M. Marshall, cashier of the State College. for a few days visit
such other business as may come before the meeting.
was treated at the Clinic Hospital Dees Bank of Hazel. was in Mur- with her parents, hir. and Mrs.
Mr. Mershall Elbert A. Leakier, South Fifth
ray Wednesday.
Sunday for a broken leg.
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Crouch. Mr. brought in for printing a splendid street.
Leon Bourland, native of Murand Mrs. Luther Parks. Mrs. statement .of the Dees Bank.
By J. A. McCord, Secretary
Franklin Brown. Harold Brown.
Mrs. Forrest Feiock and small ray, is visiting his sister. Mrs.
Charles Brown. Mr. and Mrs. daughter. of Golden Pond, are Graves Sledd. and friends in MurFleetwood Crouch and children, doing nicely at the Clinic Hospital. ray this week. Leon is a senior
Mr. and Mrs. Zelner Cagier and- en the University of Tennessee
Ralph. Maxine. and Jimmie enjoyed a picnic supper at Pinee ehilgeen moved into the biesement Medical School at Memphis. Leon
ree. of theLr new home on Tuesday. was a high school athletic star durBluff last friday night.
Mrs. Lina Hart has been quiet The Dissidence is rapidly being ing his high school career tiers.
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Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Crouch,
Hon. M. M. Logan. candidate for
Mrs. Barto Bailey has returned will live in the home of Mrs. Henof an
the U. S. Senate, was a visitor
to Murray after spending the win- ry Holton after this week.
not. merely stones; they are the Fmblance
ter and spring in Oklanema City. ;Prof. R,-- A. Johnston .has been in Murray Wednesday afternoon.
Who can
Miss Mildred Bouchellon. Birmimbibing in one last fling Of honest devotion.
Okla, with her daughters. Miss Marion. Sturgis and other West
undying
Madelyn Bailey and Mrs. B. F. Kentucky towns visiting pros- ingham, Ala., is visiting her brothfor a deLove
lost in oblivion?
say that after one is dead that love is
er. Mr. Charles Bouchellon, College
O'Connor. She also visited her pective college students.
the point of sanctity.
Mn, and Mrs. Eugene ,Hughes 'addition. this week.
sister's children in Texas and atparted soul is everlasting; effervescent to
Frank Miller of Murray undertended the Texas Centennial be- plan to move into their new home
went treatment for a broken finger
fore caning back to her home in in about two weeks.
ble communications
Memory and dreams ate the. unfathoma
Par. and -Mrs. Waylon Rayburn this week at the Clinic Hospital
Murray.
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last
Cinweek
Mr. and Mrs. I. R. Frost,
County Agent J. T. Cochran was, had as house guests
it is only befitting to add
with a lost loved one, And, to this memory
in Princeton July 1. 2. and 3rd at*. Mildred Ely, Miss Madge Ely, and cinnati. Ohio, are the guests of
existing deep devotion.
tending a conference of 4-11 Club Miss Dixie Cornwell. of Benton. Mrs. Nettie Weatherly. in the city
a perpetual sublimity to the already
Over the week end they had. as and other relatives in the city and
leadene and corty agents.
county
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Cochran and visitors Dixie Ely. of Benton.
the space of time and
A monument, then, can be. used to gulf
Misses Madge and Nelle AlexW. E. Clark, Rudy Smith. Will
little daughter. Mary Ruth. visijwe love.
ed Mr Cochran's mother in Mariori ander and Miss Sarah Stilly, of Higgins Whitnell and Jesse Roberts
death to commemorate the passing of those
the past week end. During their Benton. visited relatives in Mur- will attend the Kentucky Rural
in
association
Letter Carriers
visit to that section of the state ray Friday night.
Mrs J D. Rowlett. Mrs John Louisville Friday and Saturday.
they made ..a trip to Madisonville
Dan Banks is in Cairo, Illinois,
and
Sprines, visiting Rowlett, Mrs. E. S: Diuguid Jr.,
Datrian
where he will be connected with
friends GC Mrs.' Cochran. Mrs. went Friday in Paducah.
Mrs. Harmon Ross and small the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. for the
Cochran was Home Danonstration
'agent In Hopkins county prior to daughter. Norma Kay. were dis- remainder of the summer. The
plate"
"cold
marvelous
our
try
'days,
These hot
missed from the Clinic Hospital Cairo plant is owned by Will Mcher marriade•
Itinch—only 25c. Cooler every day here. Pure
Carty. who is well known here.
Mr. and lira. Johnnie Walker last week.
Joan Butterworth is visiting Dr.
food—cleanest surroundings. Reasonable prices.
Miss Wilma Lemons and brother
and little daughter Marilyn Ann,
Phone 121
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and Mrs. H. K. Butterworth and Hoyt Lemons of Carbondale. Illleft Tuesday for Detroit for
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week's- visit with relatives and
Joe Hall Jaggers returned to his and friends in Murray. Miss Cara
friends.
Saturday
- The small son of Mr. and Mrs. home in Franklin. Ky..
J C. Calhoun
---4usi_a.cross from tiaLPPostoffite
Arthur Todd was treated at the after a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Hall
Clinic Hospital this week. for a Hood and family.
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Marie Moores of Nashville, Tenn-,
broken cellar bone. He is doing
is the guest of relatives in the
nicely,
C. Wells will attend. the city.
Mr: and Mrs. C. V. Townsend
American Optometric Association
•at.- Detroit 'next week. Much 7 of and baby of Hickman spent the
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kiAza talks

Across the River

V.

Pine Bluff News

SUIT FREE!

vt

Vest

GRAHAM & JACKSON will give
Free a "CURLEE" Suit of Clothes by
Curlee Clothing Co.

With each paid admission to the Softball game Tuesday night, July 7, you
will be given a ticket that entitles you to
a chance on this Suit. Drawing will be
on the grounds.

CURLEE is one of the leading teams
of the Mayfield League.

HOUSER will pitch for the Murray ,
Independents

NOTICE

Graham & Jackson

We will be CLOSED all day Saturday, JULY FOURTH. Get your cleaning done early.

WE DRESS MEN"

BOONE BROTHERS
SUPERIOR LAUNDRY & DRY
CLEANERS
MODEL CLEANERS
_

•s.

oN1,1
.)
ts

t)biy

Miss Juliet Holton will teach a
summer class in piano at her
home, 808 Olive. For, appointment
ltc
call 389-R.
FOR RENT-3-room apartment, 1st
floor, garage; furnished or unfurnished, newly papered, tainted.
Also two apartments, second floor,
all modern conveniences. Mrs.
Etta Williams, • 313 South 5th Stlip__
'—
Murray. Ky.

WITH THE

- LEGION
A.
AMERICA!

FOR SALE—secoesd hand piano.
Can be seen at home of Mrs. E.
ltc
B. Houston.
apartment,
FOR RENT-2-room
furnished or unfurnished, at 327
ltp
North 4th St. F. F. Acree.

furnished
FOR
RENT-3-room
apartment, also. 7-room house
available about July 10. In College addition. J. D. Hamilton. ltc

EXTRA SPECIAL
FEATURE

FOR RENT—New House, 7 rooms.
garage, 2 miles out on Concord
ltp
Road. Herman Miller.

Tents, Awnings,' Truck Covers,
Tarpaulins. 'Swings and Gliders
recovered. ,.Paducah Tent and
'Awning CO. 118 Broadway, PaduJ23p.
calk- Kentucky,

UP THE RIVER

///

Professional Wrestling

SPUD TNE

EEK ENO

.
4

by

GIIISON ROOF

Added Features: \

Clnlb • Only linty Caili

. .

BASE BALL.
Cinalns•ti P.S.

Top-Notch Performers

HORSE RACING
'

L•konla TrAeli

SCAT TRIPS
.
• 14.1.*0
SUMMER OPERA

TOA,DECISION

Al Cincinnati is*

"'CINCINNATI

. Parking Field ... Ball Games
A Real Celebration Will Be Had ... Perfect Order...
ft
... Plenty of Barbecue... Cold Drinks anEats!

' THERE WILL BE NO PUBLIC ADDRESSES

Come, Bring the Family and Enjoy the Day
Mo. WM

11T
CIE 1515,4,

ia

•-•1

EXPERT SURF-BOARD
RIDING

TAFT MUSEUM •

MURRAY, KY.

Headquarters for Home Improvements

LOTS OF GOOD OLD
FASHIONED
MUSIC

MOTOR BOAT TOURS

JUST FOR FUN

PHONE 73

)

%?-

FOUR GOOD BALL
GAMES
Softball and Baseball

WANTED—Transportation to California. Will share expense. Pete
ltc
Williams, Murray,.Ky.

•7,

,

1)=15 0

PINE BLUFF

FOR SALE-2nd hand ice boxes
and refrigerators. Reconditioned.
$2 up. See Ralph Churchill, J9p

g a house ig a luxury
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But,
that only the rich, can afford.
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-Uccle- W-z:.
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y
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a
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how
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us. We
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7 Se.

0/11110

FOlt RENT—garage apt., furnished.
ready for occupancy 100 yards
J. G
from College campus.
ltc
Glasgow.

1
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!Sall Tonight; Vandevelde Beata
'• Woodmen sad Escapes from
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•

CHATTERS
By Earl Chambers

WORK ON MASTERS

IN CITY TUESDAY

BATTLEFuncedlater

-Work on the college boulevard
will be resumed in about two
weeks," R. E. Broach, business
manager of the college, stated in
an interview this week.
The boulevard according to Mr.
Broach, will be a two-way drive
extending from the north end of
Twelfth
to
the campus, east
street. It is hoped it will be completed by early fall.
Work on the highway running
north it. front of the new health
building and terminating at Five
rapidly,"
Points is "progressing
revealed.
the business manager
This highway, incidentally, is the
first_ concrete road ever built in
Calloway ainty.----

Eight Are Candidates for Advanced Degree in
August

free Salt to Be Given; Donations
on L'niforms To Be
Asked at Game.

evening at 7:45 o'clock.
You are cordially invited to all
of our services.
Tenth and Main Streets
Carroll Hubbara. Pastor
Our Sunday School meets at 9:30
superintendHolland,
B.
E
m.
a.
ent. A special invitation is extendMARSHALL FARMER DIES .
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pastor's
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attend
and women, to
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illness
of
Witness
"The
.on
next Sunday
Brown was one of the oldest resithe Holy Spirit."
dents of the county and a retired
Evening Worship at 7:45 o'clock. farmer. He is survived by his
Sermon subject: "Five Foolish Vir- widow and seven sons.
gins." We seek to make our evening lervices particularly evangeCLUB MAY BOOK STAR
listic.
evangelistic
of
series
special
A
If efforts now being made by the
services will be held in our church
Relations Club of
International
for
preacher
The
August 16-23.
State College are successthese . services will be announced Murray
ful, Richard Crooks, Metropolitan
izi-a few days.
star and noted"NM and
Our annual fall revival will fb Opera
singer, may make a perheld the first two weeks in No- concert
at Murray Colvember. Dr. E. C. Stevens, Clifton sonal appearance
the fall semester,
Baptist Church, Louisville, Ky., lege early in
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH

Thirty-one students are enrolled
Another double-header feature
Tonight's Games
Camp „Murray chalked ..up her
in Murray State College this sumhas been arranged
night
softball
Saturday
victory
sixth' league
Lynn Grove vs Camp Murray
mer for graduate work. Mrs. Cleo
for next Tuesday night when Cur- W. 0. W. vs. Bank, of Murray 'afternoon when the Cubs put it on
Gillis Hester, registrar, said today.
both
will
bring
Mayfield
of
lee
Next Tuesday's Games
Camp Ashby of Clinton to the
Eight of that number are canditheir boys and girls teams to
tune of 13 to )3. Murray discover• Camp Murray vs. Vandevelde
dates for Master 'of Arts degrees
scheduled
The
regularly
Murray.
MELUGIN
JANE
MISS
ed their third pitcher When Tally
' Calloway Lbr Co. vs. L. Grove
to be issued in August of this year.
games for that night will be playSTANDING
held Clinton to six hits. Williams
As the University of Kentucky
TuesNext
night.
Friday
next
ed
Won Lost was the receiver. The Cubs starthas the sole authority to grant
day was the only night that Curthe
in
lead
1
six-run
a
.
with
off
ed
1 Camp Murray
:
graduate degrees in this state, they
iae, could be secured.
1
2
first inning. Brown made three
Lynn Grove
will be given from that - instituof Curlee clothing will
suit
A
two
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2
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hits; Farley and'
Catioway Lbr. Co.
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be
,
base
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each. Stuart. Clinton's
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Loy. It_iLssobable that the stumission for this game will be JeA
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of ATurtay
dents receiving them will have to
,
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1
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WOW.
go to the University campus at
to
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be
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Patrons
The Vandevelde Plumbers escap- Clinton and Van Poole caught.
Lexington at the time the degrees
complete
to
donations
small
make
ed from the Softball cellar in the The Cubs remain undefeated in the the purchase of uniforms for the
are conferred.
Ed
season.
when
this
league
night
CCC
only game Tuesday
Tilose who are candidates for
All Stars. A number of merwill do the preaching.
Thurman hit a home run with two
The Tigers dropped their week- chants and business men have conIt pays to res4 ths asaiglied ads.
master's degrees this summer are:
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
beatin
The Ledger & Times is authoran for all his teams runs
end's match to Clinton's softball tributed up to $5 each on the
Tilman Taylor,- New Concord,
CHARLES T. YARBROUGH
ing the Woodmen. 3-2. The Chop- team 12-10. -Bernie's" men held equipment but the entire cost has
Ky., who plans to teach in Callo- ized to annourite the following
pers were thus dropped to the sole a nice lead until the fifth inning not yet been raised.
way county this fall; Mrs. Koska candidacy, subject to the Demooccupancy of the basement.
when Clinton ran in 5 scores.
Jones, Hazel, Ky., who, will con- cratic primary. Saturday, August
The lead is at stake tonight when
tinue her teaching in Hazel High 1, 1936:
No league games are scheduled
FOR CONGRESS
Lynn Grove and Camp Murray for the week end of the Fourth.
,School.
Effective 12:01 a. m., Sunday, July 5, 1936, N. C. &
V. A. "Bill" Phillips
hook up in the first strugile and
Miss Modest Clark, Lynn Grove,
The Yormal ceremony of Retreat
•
'will
trains will arrive at Murray as follows:
L.
Bank
the
St.
and
the Woodmen
Ky., will teach at Lynn Grove
has been inaugurated as part of the
fight it out for tail -end honors.
30
the
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With
Ky.,
.
B.
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Mr.
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at
FRANKFORT
and
routine
High
School,
Northbound
daily
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The Murray Independents will
Tuesday night's game between company in formation on the lawn
Moser, Murray, will continue as a The first suit attacking constitu12:50 P. M.
105No.
of
Boosters
C.
M.
the
I.
No.
104
A.
8:08
encounter
was
the Bank and Lynn Grove
science instructor in the city high tionality of the new ice "Cream tax,
and Trumpeter Sits sounding -To
No. 103- 8:19 P. M.
M.
P.
3:39
106
No.
washed.. out by the rain and the the Colors",, the evening lowering Paducah. here on the local soft-.
a.
I
at
effective
which becomes
school of Murray.
players were so elated over the of the flag is rendered much more ball diamond. Friday. night, July 3,.
Vernon Smith, Murray, plans to m. tomorffser, was filed „in FrankPlease take note of these changes which have been,
at 7:30 p. m.
showers that they weren't disap- impressive than formerly.
lin Circuit Court today by Anielle
MRS. MARGARET RING ':ao more graduate %Pork in some
for the convenience of our patrons.
Houser will pitch for the Murmade
ice cream manMiss Jane Melugin, daughter of southern university; Buron Jeffrey, Nocero, Covington
ray aggregation and Welch will be
as an in- ufacturer and dealer.
0. L. BQREN, Agent.
on the mound for the Paducahans. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin, Murray. will continue
coach at
In a game at Paducah these two Benton Road. junior. selected out- structor and basketball
pitchers met in a twelve inning standing in art, dramatics and ac- Lynn Grove; Mrs. Reba Browri
Miller will remain at her home in
the score at the end of the tivities.
fracus
1EAST ST. LOUIS. Ill., July
Mrs. Margaret Lassiter King, Murray. Miss Mildred Beale, MurHogs 5.000: market mostly steady, game tallied only two to one with
daughter of Wallace Lassiter. Col- ray, has made no definite plans for
top 10.90; 170-244 Tbs. 10.754-t10.85: Houser winning.
Local fans were well pleased lege addition, junior. outstandini ,his fall.
sold: 140-160 lbs. 10.40*7
heavies
no
July 1st is TAX ASSESSING 1075. 130 lbs. down 10.004-i10.25. with the action of Houser last in music, attractiveness and high
week when he drubbed the fast scholastic rating.
ws*75(i 9.25.
TIME for 1936. The Tax
- - Charles T. Yarbrough, son of
tile 3.000: calves 1.800; -steers Style Marts from Mayfield. Mur-=`
rdy Yarbrough,
Commissioner's otfice i
iterate supply, quality mostly ray won the game 8 to one. Mr. and Mrs.
tball letterall classes open- Houser allowing the only hit to city. sophomor
good:
to
medium
of
purpose
the
for
now open
leader.
The Senior Sunday School class
ing steady: fed steers 7.350 8.10; be a homer. The Independents man and achy campus
of the Methodist Church at Kirktaking the 1936 assessment. mixed yearlings and heifers up- have shaped themselves into a sure
sey will present an evening of deward to 8.25. beef cows 4.0005.00: clicking machine, all being a star
I will greatly appreciate you Cutters and low cutters 2.5043.75; in his position and a good hitter
lightful entertainment at the High
School auditorium at .8 iiejock
turning in your assessment top sausage bulls 5.50: top veal- at the bat. The I. C. team is one
tilc
Friday. July 3.
THRIFTY
ens 8.75: range: itiers 5000900: of the strongest in the Paducah
14!Loin's 24-lb. sack ne2c
Pillsbutry'Gs
of
as early as convenient.
The title of the play, is, "Hes
heifers 4.500 8.50; slaughter steers league. and Manager Holland.
The ,beautiful blue Oldsmobile
JO
sack
24-1b.
gal
oBldest
550-1100 lbs. good and choice 7.50 the local team, is expecting a real display car of the Eastman Kodak Hidden Past", and it is .full- of in01.75; common and medium $5.00 nine inning game full of the gen- Co. was in Murray. Tuesday morn- terest from beginning to end. The
Small cans
Tall cans or
PET BRAND or C. CLUB
5, 7.50: 1100-1500 lbs. . good and uine stuff.
ing. displaying the full equipment class is sponsored by Mrs. Autumn
K
L
I
M
,
s
e
B
of amateur photographers and pic- Ezell and the presentation of the
Tax Commissioner Calloway choice 8 255/9.00: common 7.500.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
8.25; medium 5.750 7.50.
ture takers. The Eastman Kodak play is in connection with a varied
Large No. 212 can
C. CLUB
County
is locally represented by Dale and program of civic service.
The pastor will preach morning Stubblefield. factory ie
Admission price to the play is
sentaMorning subject: tives for 27 years.
and evening.
e display ten cents. Every one invited.
DEL MONTE or COUNTRY CLUB
"BIBLE CHRISTIANS". Evening car, stationed in jp6nt of their
Large No. 2 1-2 can
subject: "HOV7 AN OLD MAN store attracted m354 for a look at
PADUCAH. -Ky.. July 1-Rescue
CAN BE BORN AGAIN".
the inside di ay of all makes workers_ late yesterday afternoon
Pounds
PURE CANE
Sunday School every Sunday and sizes
Kodaks, projectors, abandoned efforts to recover the
Pounds
10
morning at 9:30, with classes for cameras.,,
ind equipment supplies bodies of five men, one of them a
by splendidly both (of" taking the picture as well
altb ages directed
river pilot, who were swept to
POUND
Dr.
trained officers and teachers.
as ,efilarging and developing the their deaths shortly before noon
Hugh M. McElrath, superintend- frtetures.
proporcyclonic
of
when a gale
ent.
The car was in charge of T.--D,- tions overturned the towboat J.
LOAF
B.T.U. meets every Sunday
of
Rust.
son,
Lanier
and
Rust,
N. Pharr In the choppy waters of
ening at 6:45. with a specially/Pre- Nashville. Tenn., both • factory the Ohio river just below Paducah.
pared program upon some/ Bible salesmen for the' kodak people.
Pounds
theme; each Union renders this
encouraginspiring, informing,
._TO LET HID ON LESTER
ing service in t ir respective
GRAVEYARD
EACH
director.
rooms. R. W. Churchill.
mieting every WedMid-week
Will let the Lester Graveyard to
,
.,had regular shaking spells frOnS
ing at 7:30. This is the best bidder on Saturday, July
neatipy e
LARGE 13-OUNCE PACKAGE
writes Mrs. Cora Sonone of tk most vital meetings of 11. at 2:00 p. m. Everybody that' nervousness,of Paragould, Ark. "I was all
the cssirch coming as it does half has not paid the amount that they
gun-down and cramped at my UM
wa between the Lords Day ser- signed for please be there that until I would have to go to bed. Attar
Enjoy the Fourth, but be sure that you have
ces. Members, friends and people day to pay.
my first bottle of Cardul, I was batof the community are earnestly inter. I kept taking Cardid and OXIIil
Garrison
R.
E
plenty of our quality meat at home before you
we. all right. The shaking quit
vited to join with us in this very
I d14 not cramp. I felt actial
helpful worship, this meeting is
Fields on which superphosphate and
I grani Carnal to ray daughter vise
leave.
followed immediately by all Sun- was applied have a good growth of bettor.
vas to about the outs1101411Ones sad ell•
day School workers and those in- grass. Livingston county farmers was ens au rime."
of wee. WOO oared blow
terested in a larger and better report.
If It dose art tosolli YOU,
Take along some 6-f our Picnic-ipeci . They..,
consult a physician.
school.
Church and pastor extend a corjoyable.
go a long way to make i picnic niofdial invitation to the people to
worship here whenever they can.
Sam P. Martin. Pastor

•

Announcements

I. C Boosters to
Play Here Friday

Livestock

ROGER'S

Play To Be Given at
Kirksey Friday Nite

U.K.

'Kodak' Display Car
Visits in Murray

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Large Bars
YELLOW LAUNDRY

SOAP

3

FLOUR

Claude Anderson

-

APRICOTS
PEACHES
50c
SUGAR
SHORTENING
12-0UNCE
BREAD
2
DRY SALT MEAT
HONEY BALL MELONS
CORN FLAKES

ge

Nervous, Weak Woman
Soon All Right
-1

Ways of making jelly have been
the subject of talks and demonstrations in Bell county.

Wesco Soda CRACKERS,
Salted or plain, 2-lb box 15c
C. Club TOMATO JUICE,
Large 24-oz. can . . . . 10c
STUFFED OLIVES12c
3 1-2 ounce jar .
25c
jar
unce
10-o
H.& K. Vacuum Packed
COFFEE, 1-11i;:ilis . . . 23c

Chicks tested for B.W.D. had a
low death rate during the spring.
Campbell county farmers observed.

DILL PICKLES,
Half Gallon jar

etenrcr

Murray Meat Market
TE4PH0NE 12

TOL EY & CARSON

•

\_i FOOD MARKET
Some of our Fourth of July Specials
Live Better and Save Money-

411111).1•
,

35c
Armour's Star BACON, Lb.
35c
2 pounds VEAL CHOPS
20C1 lb. BEEFSTEAK
35c
2-lbs. SAUSAGE
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . . 20c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
17c
pound
15c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
12/
2c
1
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.
12 1-2c
LARD, pound
14c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
12 1-2c to 15c
MUTTON, lb.
35c
FRIERS, pound
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

Swann's Grocery
24-PHONES-25
Illtunko, the dainty cooking fat50c
8 lbs.. $1.00; 4-1b. carton
Half pound Lipton's Tea and
48c
2 glasses
5 cans No. 2 Pride of III. Corn 49e
3 cans Country Gentleman
25e
Corn
22c
3 cans Springtime Corn '
15c
Bunch Seed Beans. lb.
16e
2-1b. box Crackers
24c
2-1b. jar Peanut Butter
48c
Hubinger Syrup. gal. golden
53e
Gallon Silver Sweet
. 43c
Domino Syrup. half gal.
Bulk Lard, bring bucket, lb. 12 1-Ze
50-lb. can Swift's Pare Lard $5.75
94k
Yukon's Best Flour, 24 lbs.
24 lbs. Queen of the West
/15e
Flour
75e
24 lbs. Western Flour
The mill gives 48 lbs. Yukon's Best
Flour to one of 40 who buys one
of above. Drawing after we sell,

FLOUR75c
Lynn Grove's Best, 24-1b. bag
99c
Gold Leaf. best for cakes or bread
.
PICNIC SUPPLIES9c
Paper Napkins, 100 to pkg., all colors, pkg.
10c
'
' -Paper Plates, dozen
13c
Paper Cups, large size, dozen
10c
Paper Forks., dozen
23c
Quart jar Sweet Pickles
19c
Qiiart Sour Pickles
COLD MEATS of all kinds.
25c
Lemons, nice fruit, dozen
40c
size
4-qt.
48c;
CREAM CANS-6-qt. size ..
$1.19
Five-Gallon Oil Can, full of oil
BREAKFAST FOODS15c
TWO Post Toasties
TWO Corn Flakes, 1 Rice Krispy, 1 Pep,
-29c
40c value for
25c
Fly Swatters, good ones, THREE for
10c
for
Fly Ribbons, FIVE
.9c
Steel Wool, TWO for
Octagon Soap, 5 Giant Bars-10 extra coupons . . 24c
24-c
SIX rolls good Toilet Tissue
19c,
Derwood Soap, 4 bars and Wash Rag for
We carry only the best Brandea Beef, Veal, Lamlb
Pork, Dressed Chickens.
DON4T,FORGET-Together with the values we
offer every day, we have is beautiful set of Dishes for ev.
cry customer.
PHONE 37
WE DELIVER

Swann's Grocery

•

•

Van Camp TUNA,
2 1-2 size cans

25c

SALTED PEANUTS, lb. 10c

LUX SOAP,4 bars . ... 25c
LUX FLAKES. . 23c
Large package
... 10c
Small package

25c
30c
25c
25c
15c
25c
15c
5c
49c
10c
15c

Open All Day Sat., July..4th.

Phone 214

.
a

SARDINES,3 oval cans 25c

100
DMRY FEED"'bag $P9 CHICKEN.FEF±D

MEAT. MARKET
•

100

15c
'4"
12c
5`
27c
10c
10c

Wesco TEA, Special blend
for Iced Tea 1-2 lb. pkg. 25c

CORN - TOMATOES - PEAS No. 2 cans
TWO for
Standard Pack .

Shroat Bros.
Free Delivery
*,

15c

2 Pounds
BULK
LARD
LB.
KROGER FANCY NO. 1-No Rind, No Waste
N
BACO
Half or Whole
Pound
FANCY iSUGARIURED
BACON
2 Pounds
SUPERFINE BRAND
OLEO
Pound
MINCED HAM
2 Pounds
BULK
PEANUT BUTTER
Dozen
GOLDEN YELLOW
NAS
BANA
2 EA"
GREEN CORN
EACH
DIXIE BELLE WATERMELONS
EACH
_JUMBO CANTALOUPES

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

40 ban.
Mk
24 lbs. good cheap Flour
Gallon Distilled Vinegar __. 24k
._ 15c
Fancy Sweet Coffee, lb.
6seatama Peabeiry Coffee _ _ 20e
Will trade Syrup for Country Serghum-not frosted.
... 7 1-2r
Stock Peas, lb.

27c

10c

6

3
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CHANGE IN TRAIN SCHEDULES
N. C. & St. L. Railway
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STATE GAINS HALF
MILLION IN JUNE

William
ome at
int; an
Mr.
at resiretired
by his

1111muiiii Reports Kentucky Get:lha on Right Side of
the Ledger.

AR

FRANKFORT, Ky., June 25—
Kentucky is getting on the right
side of the ledger to the tune of
approximately $500.000 a month,
figures of State Auditor Ernest L.
Shannon revealed today.
General fund rece:pts so far
this month have been $1,211,203.75.
For the same period general fund
expenses have been $417,123.98 and
unpaid bills of about $300,000 are
listed. These last two itelris nibtracted from receipts leave ;494,079.77 as surplus for the month,
which probably will exceed the
half-million mark by June 30.
Taking all state funs, including highway, figures available today showed the state has made a
net financial gain of $4,159,761.60
since January 1. The outstanding
state warrants have been reduced
by $5,116,125.56. while cash balances have fallen only $956,383.96.
Commissioner James W. Martin
of the revenue department hasn't
been bragging about it.. but the tax
receipts lately are a source of
satisfaction to the state adminiswhisky contration. The new
sumption_ tax has yielded $763,-

by the
lub of
successopolitan
!TT and
a perm? Coltiter.
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849.61; beer tax $657,758.50; cigarette tax $256,296.78; automobile
sales tax $14,228.88.
The whisky production tax so
far this year has brought in $3,585,430.13. Race tracks have contributed $69,441.40 in daily license
fees and admission taxes, presumably from Churchill Downs alone.
Amusement and utility taxes are
in effect, but have not yet appeared on the books as important
revenue items.
Activities oi the Highway Department have been curtailed probably_es sharply as those of any
division of the state government.
New construction is expected to
get under way next month, which
will put hundreds of persons to
work in state jobs, at least for the
rest of the summer.

Local Legionnaires
Honored by 40 and 8
Two Murray members of the
40 and 8, Legion honor society,
were honored at the annual election of officers by Voiture 921 of
the 40 and 8 at Paducah last
Thursday evening.
Harry Sledd was elected lamplste
and Cliff Thompson selected as
garde la porte. Sledd was also
named alternate delegate to the
grand voiture at Cleveland in
September.
Read the Classified llonsmn.

SPECIAL SALE
I MUST REDUCE STOCK TO RAISE
MONEY TO MEET MY
OBLIGATIONS
SOME SPECIAL PRICES
that you will appreciate in Work Clothing in Basement
Good new stock Work Shoes,
were $1.89, now
Heavy solid leather Fall Shoes, values
up to $2.45, now
Men's Dress Shoes, new fall stock just
arrived, values up to $2.45, now

$1.69
$1.95
$1.98

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY FALL SHOES NOW!
$1.15
'Best Overalls in this sale at
(Washington, Elk, Duckhead or Big Smith)
Wash Pants, 79c to 98c, with 3 months to go.
Buy Now

Reduced Prices on Ladies' Ready to
Wear...Cool Dresses and Hats
Why Suffer with heat? While in town- --come to the Basement, coolest
place in town
For FINE PIECE GOODS and BETTER
SHOES go to the Shoe Store where
you will find a big assortmeitt and
good fitters. Reduced prices on many
numbers far below value to close out
odd lots.
Men's and Ladies' Summer Shoes in white and colors and cut-outs. $5.00 values
$3.75
$2.98
• $3.95 values now

O.

TURNER

County Officials Asked About Old
Age Pensions; Give Requirements
Inquiries have been pouring into
the offices of several of the county
officials in regard to the McCarthey-Ramey Old Age Assistance
act. In order that eligible people
may know the substance of the act
the following is a brief summary
stating the highlights of the law.
To be eligible a person must
have reached the age of 65; must
be a eitiren of the United States;
must have been a citizen of Kentucky one year continuously preceding the date of application and
at least five of the nine years preceding the date of application.
The person applying must not be
an inmate of any institution public
or private, except in case of temporary surgical care in a hospital;
also, the person must not have
made a 'Voluntary consignment of
property for purpose of qualifying
for such assistance; and is not because of his physical or mental
condition in need of - continual institutional care.
The amount or assistance that
one person may receive is up to
$15. The amount is to be determined by the State Agency in accordance with th.e Department of
Public Welfare.
Any one eligible may request
old age assistance and shall make
his application to the State agency
upon forms prescribed by the
agency.
Recipient is not to receive any
other public' assistance except for
suggical and medical purposes.
Granting of assistance upon compliance of such investigation the
Department of .Public Welfare

Callowayan Makes
Good' in Detroit

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most
' — Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't Manager
for Reservations

Trouble Brewin' in Hills

HONOR ROLL

correspondents and local advershall decide whether or not the tisers who get their copy in by
applicant is eligible for assistance, Monday:—
the amount of such assistance, and
Across the River
the date of payment. It ehall
Pine Bluff News
notify the applicant in writing of
Murray Milk Products Co.
the decision regarding his applicaLynn Grove Milling Co.
tion, if not satisfactory the person
Grogan Realty Co.
may have a hearing before the
Mai-Donne Beauty Shop
division of public assistance.
T. 0. Turner
The bill states that the date of
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
filing Of applications will be on
Murray - Lumber Co.
July 1, but this date has been
Beale Motor Co.
moved up to September it is said.
Crass Furniture Co.
The present set-up of the adminisStella Gossip
tration makes it necessary to make
Rushing Creek
this change.
Faxon News
Capitol Theatre
Dexter News

Lynn Grove News

Ford-Dodds Wedding
Saturday Afternoon
Delton Dodds and Reba Ford
were married Saturday afternoon
at the home of the Rev. 0. A.
Marrs.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
ove.
and Mrs. H. E. Ford, Lynn
The bridegroom is the only on
of Mrs. Gussie Dodds,' of Sedaila.
After the ceremony the young
couple took dinner at the home of
the bride's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodds are graduates of Murray State College. Mrs.
Dodds will teach at Lynn Grove
this year.
At present they will be at home
with Mr. Dodd's, mother at Sedalia
where he is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Blaek and family, of Orlando. Fla., are visiting
friends and relatives of Lynn
Grove for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Arnett and
daughter, Marjorie, left this week
for Lexington, where Mr. Arnett
will attend school for a few weeks.
The Rev. Edgar Farris arrived
Tuesday from Jackson, Tenn., to
spend a few days with his parents
and friends of this vicinity.

Sanitary Inspection
of Schools Is Made

0%94 OF SAFER
FOOD PROTECTION

FEDERAL SERVICE
FOR TOBACCO HERE
U. S. Inspection of Murray Loose
Leaf Market Ordered by
Secretary Wallace.

WASHINGTON, June 27—Secretary Wallace today ordered mandatory tobacco inspection service at
13 auction tobacco markets in Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee.
The action of the secretary in
extendtng Tobacco inspection and
tobacco price reporting service.rereferendums held
suited_ Jrom
among growers supplying these
markets to determine whether they
desired the service.
'Approximately 95 per cent of
the votes cast in these referendums favored the service, department officials said.
The markets designated by Wallace are located in fire-cured and
dark air-cured districts. They Include Clarksville and Springville,
Tenn.; Murray, PadUcah, Henderson, Madisonville and Hopkinsville,
- Jealousy flames—and Sylvia Sidney throws herself between Henry Ky.
Fonda and Fred MacMurray to try ot break up the fight that threateus!
It's a scene from the Technicolor version of "The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine," In which the three are co-starred, and which opens Tuesday -at David Booker Presides
the Capitol Theatre.

Dr. Outland, county health doctor, et. to make a sanitary inspection of the county schools this
Week.
' The inspection by the health officer Will be made with a school
trustee. Each school will be inspected for deficiences in the following: toilet, water supply, drinking facilities, laboratory facilities,
heating, ventilation, lighting, playgrounds, buildings, walls, ceiling,
floors, furniture, and blackboards.
Dan Talbott, newly appointed
A sample of the water supply
will be taken and tested for sew- state finance director of the Chanpollution is dler administration, claimed in
If
age pollution.
found chlorinated lime will be Philadelphia last week that formadded to purify it.
er Governor J. C. W. Beckham
will be elected U. S. Senator sucChristian couney Negro farmers ceeding Senator M. M. Login.
have seeded 2,100 acres of leapedTalbott, attending the Demoeza. 600 acres of cowpeas,-and 150
convention, asserted that
cratic
acres of alfalfa.

The many friends of Mr. and
Mrs. Hassell Oliver will rejoice
to hear of the success of their son,
H. G. Oliver, who graduated from
High School. Detroit,
Fordson
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart and son.
Mich., June 19, with high honors.
He won a silver medal two Frank Nix, of Hazel, visited Mr.
years ago for scholarship and Hart's sister, Mrs. Bun Crawford,
character, and since then has won of Lynn Grove, Saturday.
Miss Dulcie Mae Swann plans to
two gold medals on scholarship,
character, leadership, and service. leave for Lake Junaluska, North
At the close of the past school Carolina, in two weeks to attend
year he was in a contest with five the Methodist camp there. Miss
other boys for the Bauch foinbe Swann is corresponding secretary
prize. They were all so near to of the Young Peoples Union of the
the requirements that a very rigid Paris District. She will be acexamination was given at the last companied by Joe Palmer Wynn,
hour to decide tbe winner. One of Puryear, Tenn.
The Junior" baseball team of
hundred five questions were given
in chemistry, radio, geometry, and Lynn Grove was defeated by the
Mathematics. H. G. Answered 104 Junior team of Murray Saturday
of them correctly, the next highest afternoon by a score of 18-3 at
being 90. Only one problem was Murray. Members of the Lynn
given which was very long and Grove team are: Hilton Williams.
difficult. Young Oliver was the Charles Caldwell, Merritt Marine,
only entrant to solve the problem Harold Brown, Lerrie Haneline,
Watson Arnett. Ralph B. Crouch.
correctly.
The papers were graded immed- Isaac Ford, Mc Wright, and Jack
iately and the decision announced Dunaway.
Just 10 minutes before the grad- ' The Rev. J. R. Scott has puruating exercises closed which pro- chased a new wheat thresher end
duced a great deal of excitement intends to run both his old one
to the crowd of some 5000 persons. and the new one.
This is highest prize ,given in the
OUTLAND GRAVEYARD
science department ahd one the
boys have been working toward
The Outland graveyard will be
for four years.
- H. G. was also elected a mem- cleaned and beautified on Wednesbers of the National Honor Society day before the second Sunday in
a short time ago. The Ledger & July, this being on July 8. All
'Times and its many readers are who are interested in the gravehappy to hear good news from yard are requested to be there.
J2
Committee
former Calloway countians.
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Talbott Claims
First District
For Beckham

at State Meeting

Beckham will carry every district in the state. He claims the
First district for Beckham by 12,000. Talbott showed little concern over what he considers to
be the impending fate of Senator
Logan and John Young Brown, beyond saying, "they'll get out if
they don't want to get beaten."
'Both Logan and Brown say they
are in the race to a finish.
—
"They haven't got a Job at
Frankfort I would have and there
is no power on earth that can
make me quit this race," Brown
said.

David Booker, of Hardin, has
just returned from Lexington, Ky..
where he served as vice-president
of the State 4-H club at its annual
Junior Week meeting. Mr. Booker
was elected last June from among
600 4.-H club members to serve as
vice-president for the 1936 meeting of the state club.
was accompanied to Leatington by County Agent Robert S.
Reed, Miss Blanche Booker, local
4-H club leader, and the demonstration teams from Marshall county.

OLDSMOBILE

i plete stock of genuine Oldsmobile Hk Everything"— with smoother,
parts. Courteous, prompt and effi- livelier power ... roomy, luxuriof a new Oldsmobile dealer to serve cient attention to your needs is ous interiors ... and all the modthis city and surrounding territory. assured ... together with costs that ern fine-car features that make for
greater comfort, complete safety
Both in experience and facilities this are pleasingly moderate.
new Oldsmobile dealership is par- You are cordially invited to visit and long-lasting satisfaction.
ticularly well equipped to take care this new dealership, inspect its serv. &ghat gk
Saw WS and
of all your motoring requirement& ice department, and then to se&vi..,suo
and a
price& ell V
Lammas.
ms chop
the
of
drive
latest
and
the
models
sridannst maim- Safety C.Sess
Facilities for service include a stall
standard teutipentat at/
stored Sparta's...loser".
of expert, factory-trained mechanics Oldsmobile Six and Eight.
.
rada7
1:erreia
11
.d .7
$420
itrrEVI
rr
it;
kr
... modern equipment and the lat- You will find that Oldsmobile is
est in special tools... and ri com- the Style-Leader—"The Car That 6% G. M. A.C. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
takes plesume in an-,
OLDSMOBag
pouncing today the appointment

65

Frigidaire builds this Food.
Safety Indicator into a shelf,
right where your food is kept
. risibir proof that SafetyZone temperature — below 50°
and above 32°—is maintained
io the food compartment Safer
Food Protection is one of the
NYE basic standards for refrigerator buying.. Frigidaire meets
them all and provesit! Come in
and ask for proof!

Now Prices
as low as
$8950

FRIGIDAIRE
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PACE TWO

lag that I am not responsible for--..- each• ttietioa. I shall continua le
and ednipbste my organisation, sad
..
Olen I shall begin a speaking cantMD
•
r
Times.
catioway
Coneebdallon of The Murray. Ledger. The
pate in which I shall inform the
- ..
Times-Herald. October 20, 19* . pimple at those things which OW
Published by The Calloway County Ppbtishing Co., Inc.
.
Boyd,'
budding
Gene
young
North ?mirth Street, Murray, Kentucky
have a right to know. Others
have struck the first blow en- journalist on The Ledger .11c
with
his paraEditor tersely unprovoked. I am not com- most be accredited
3oe T Lovett
pelled to forego defending myself. graph, which we believe to be far
the best that has appeared in this
M. M. Logan"
column this year. Commenting
upon the court of appeals decision
in the state board of agriculture
• TRAM. EDITORIAL
case in ,which it was tided that
jA!tSISAA_OCIATION
Garth K. Ferguson only had power
to police the state fair giviinds
Formation here 'of a retail credit Gene said the court
"whittled
aizirirtirrikaiiT
group fills a long-felt need in Garth's walking-cane down be a
to the plan
According
Murray.
billy".
Rntered at the Postoffke, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
set up. merchants needing vital
'information
credit
protective
and
Subscription Rate,—In First Constitutional District and
There is a growing number of
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 • year;-"Rentucky. $1.30; Elsewbelek PUS can obtain it reliably' at low cost. cynical Americans beginning to
used
be
can
that
service
market
a
is
It
County
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway
suspicion that political Watkins.'
furnished upon application.
profitably by virtually every one are built to run on and
abg to
retail
. the newspapers recenlly that I was in the city who sells at
stand on.
A central bureau for the gatherto be appointed a Federal Judgeing and dispensing of credit facts
While some can't see the forest
appointotner
some
given
or
A militant statement issued by ship
is not only more complete but for the trees, many others
can't
Senator Logan indicates that Ken- ment that would preclude my mak- much cheaper on the individual.
see the trees for the forest.
tucky's junior member' of the ing the race for the Senate. Such Then, such a bureau performs a
'Most -angnet-eleliberative—bedy us- stasementosre-mithout.any Joubda- good - many services- that the inBarkley -viewed with alarm"
the world- has no intention what- tion. In fact, I seek no' appoint- dividual cannot do for himself
ever of surrendering his candidacy ment- of any kind. I shall make without prohibitive time and cost. and "pointed with pride" in rare
to any political manipulations of the race for the senate and regard- For example. when a stranger style.
• ••••
any powers-that-be or would-be less of whether r have few or moves into .the community, the
An
exchange
thinks the Rethe
win
shall
I
opponents
many
in Kentucky.
obtains his
bureau immediately
In brief. Mr. Logan vigorously nomination. If Roosevelt is en- credit rating in the place from publicans started this alphabet
asserts that he will not accept a titled to an endorsement by Ken- which he _moves and places such business with G. 0. P. but at least
Federal judgship or any other tucky Democrats, so am I. and that information at the disposal of the the Democrats started at the very
appointment as the price of with- is all I ask. I would and should members_
Contacts are in ex- beginning with AAA.
drawing his candidacy and is in have no oppositioh. I invited no istence whereby this may be obOut of 120,000,000 people in this
the race to a finish—without giv- fight. If those supporting either tained accurately.'
of the other candidates desire a
ing or asking quarter.
The bureau also proposes to is- country, it is estimated that at
Legan's 'statement issued last fight. let us begin it and I shall sue a regular bulletin giving facts least 119,000,000 are -chairman" of
weak tiarnis him to the hearts of neither' give nor ask quarter.
and ir.formation of inestimable something or eother. '
the party becomes disorgan- value to all the members.
all those v.-124 love a scrapper aid _
will win the admiration of many lesd— and the state of Kentucky
Another well worth while goal
bit:eases doubtful for Roosevelt. I
Kentudgians. It follows:—
is to keep your mind more active
'There have been suggestions in will have the satisfaction of knowinstead of your mouth.
•• • • •
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UST JOTS
By Jew

Credit Giwu p
Needed

• WTOCKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Logan to Fight

The Congressional
Race

THE

RISENHOOVER PROPERTY
On North Fourth Street

IS FOR SALE
-Suitable for apartments. Can be subdivided into five 22-foot lots facing 4th
street or can be improved for a hotel.
If interested, see
BEN GROGAN at

GROGAN REALTY CO_
Over,Dale

Murray, Ky.

& Stubblefield
•

-

HOTEL
I

IN

IN
•
The fates

art low, Ent yaw

room ,s big and áy,
you ewy every fine hotel

ml

laxity at the Linden. Caw
traily located,elose to retro
thing worthwhile. A friench
hospitable atmosphere. fine
Food in the Collet Shop and
- Gouge facilities.
5. a. true/noes,

Havens to Preach
. On Covetousness

250
moot**
ROOMS
ric*W5
M G LI4

Playing bridge the other day a
friend remarked that he didn't see
much difference between shuffling
A good illustration
and dealing
is that the Democrats are now
dealing and the Republicans doing
Mr. Phillips ,is coppmed by incum- a right sine
. rt of shuffling.
er• • • •
bent W. V. Gregory. ut Maxfield,
who has served" in Congress from
And there stood "Kentucky like
this district for the past ten years. a rock" at the Philadelphia conWe have no personal interest in vention.
either of "theses men, but we are
reminded of the fact that the disClaude Bowers, who keynoted in
tribution of public offices in the 1928, is to help the Donkey Board
First Congressional District is eery of Strategy. All we got beat
The Congressman. the when Claude sounded off was
unfair.
judge of the Court of Appeals. the seven millions.
Railroad Commissioner. the United
States bistrict Attorney, and the
The New Deal, like a pretty wife,
Highway Commissioner for the is mighty nice but gosh-darned
First District are all from May- expensive.
field, arid there are dozens, of
minor places held by Mayfield
It looks as if we'll have press
men. In fact, practically all of the perity "as long as our credit held/
important offices of the First Dis- out.
trict are held by Mayfield men,
•
leaving the other thirteen counties
The only thing that makes the
out.
entirely
almost
Liberty League attractive is the
We have no criticism to offer amount of money you would hit
about any of these men: for thy if you could be a member.
• • • • •
are all very efficient officers, especially the Highway CommissionAnd with all those Pierce-Arer, who, in the opinion of this rows and Packards the boys are
paper, earned his place beyond going to -walk."
• • / S.
the question of anys doubt io last
.
year's 'state —election: but we .do
One of the main 'dateable. at
not believe the other thirteen Philadelphia has been 10 find
counties in the district should be enough limelight to satisfy all' the
completely overletoked.
hungry.,
For Democratic elector for the
Presidential election this Noverin
Today's simile: Happy as a murher, a Mayfield than has been der suspect released after a probe.
selected. ,Now. we do not believe
that it is good politics to have a
Optimistic as a political officers
ticket top-heavy with Mayfield holder who thinks his popularity
men, and we are afraid it will be wIll continue at the current highthe Democratic mark.
to
detrimental
•• a • e
ticket, and believe that with Mr.
Phillips on the ticket this fall the
ticket ,will be better balanced. We
are merely reminding the voters
of these conditions and suggest
that they give it serious consideration.
—Thou shah- -notcovet anything
Graves county is one of our out- that is thy neighbor's," will be the
and
counties
standing Democratic
sermon subject of Rev. A. V. Havrightfully deserves a great por- ens Sunday morning at the First
tion of the Democratic honors, but Christian Church, as he concludes
we are of opinion that the Demo- a series of sermons based on the
vote's of Graves county will Ten Commandments.
•
agree with us that in order to
"In considering this commandhave a well-balanced ticket this ment," Mr. Havens said, "we are
falls Mr. Gregory should not be interested to find in what ways it
tean- 15 applicable to modern conditions.
I
the Democratic nominee T
gress.—Caldtivell County '
In terms of present-day life we
Elsewhere in this issue of the
Ledger & Times will be found the
announcement of V.
Phillips. of Princeton, for Congress.

x5 IMMO

$1F1 re-/. airm

Wrestling at Backusburg July 4th.

Don't Miss the
Last Year of
the Grand
Ole Opry

want to know what is covetousness
and what is laudable ambition,"
he continued.
"What bearing does this commandment have on war? Is it
, Christian for a business man to
seek to get the trade of his competitor Why did the Jews consider coveting a neighbor's house
or ox on the same level as coveting a neighbor's wife? What are
The effects of being covetous in an
individaurs life? These are a few
or the questions that will be con-

ICE CREAM
SUPPER

sidewise ha the sermon,' Mr Heeena said.
The serve* will begin at 19-.45
Sada, mdirning. The lzupiring
musk program will be presented
try the choir, directed by Prof.
Price Doyle.
The Sunday Schodi will begin at
040, Sunday morning led by W.
B. Moser, superintendent.
The Senior Christian Endeavor
Society will meet at 6:45 Sunday
evening.
The Sunday night church service
will be held in union with the
Methodist Church on the high
school athletic field, at eight
o'clock. Mr. Havens will deliver
the sermon.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry WILL lead the
Mid-Week Meeting next Wednesday
at
night
7:45.
Guthrie
Churchill will be the music sponsor. Boosters will be Sam Robinson, Mrs. Ada Diuguid and Mrs.
Clint Drinkard. Handshakers will
be Tom Moore Williams, Vernon
Hart, and Bennie Maddox.

Y 2, 1936 ."
dub; Miss Mary Tarry, club lead-1
'win.
at Dexter; lass Clara
girls' project leader at Smother'
The County Agent's office will man; Fred Phillips, boys' pro)ect
be closed all day Saturday, July leader at the Training School and
The Basel F. F. A. graduates of
4. Persons expecting to visit the
1938 have made plans of whyt
Agent J. T. Cochran.
County
oSice please take notice.
they are to do for the next year
Milstead James is to reAll 4-11 Club Members or two.
Missile&
Tobacco Tax Refund
on the farm. Ginath Owens
The 'July meeting of 4-H clubs /Matt
-Farrifigton interprets the Kerr- will be held at Peggy Ann Springs is remaining in Hazel. H. E. BranSmith tobacco tax refund as fol- July 14 beginning about 3 o'clock. don is farming. Clifford Brandon
attend a business college In
lows:—
All club members should notify Is to
Any person paying the tax and their club leader if they intend to Paducah. Robert Miller is remain
at the same time having a con- go and they should also bring 'a big in Hazel. Clarence Herndon
tract ,on the farm or later signed picnic luncti kind a swimming per- is trying for a job On the river.
a contract covering the farm the mit from their parents if they ex- &hoard rim is farming. Brooks
same year tax was paid is eligible pect to swim. Swimbling will Underwood is farming. Dee Lamb
to apply for the refund. Accord- cost ten cepts per person. All the Is farming.
ing to this ruling a person who clubs will meet at this session.
The Future Farmer organization
paid tax on the 1934 crop and signIs probably the widest known organization in small schools in the
ed for 1933 crop can't apply for
United States. There are Future
the tax reftuid. But if he signed
Farmer chapters in every state in
a contract and sold a part of the
1934 crop tax free he can apply.
Murray the union.
meeting of
Regular
Persons that are eligible to obtain
A M. on Monday
Lodge F,
a refund on the tax should apply
night, July 0, with work in Master
at the office of the County Agent.
degree.
Mason
Bring weigh bills along to speed
Cou ii with every
It is to be known as Past Mitathe work along.
stations will be
tees Night.
rrand I-De/Anre Prints &
filled byPast Masters. Visitors are Deevterla nal enlargement oil
4-H Leaders' Con/eremite
paintat 7 De by artists an for
Calloway county 4-hi Club Coun- welcome. Lodge will meet
ed
Re_
only
cil sent 4-H leaders to Princeton o'clock instead of 8o'clock.
Mail te Janesville Film Service
Those at- freshments.
district conference.
Wiecensin
Janegrille,
W. E. Clark, Master
tending are: Miss Sallie Howard,
Mail this ad with roll for individattention
ual
chairman of the county countil
awaited ads. P52
It pays to read
and leader of the Lynn Grove

I

Hazel F. F. A.
Notes

COUNTY AGENT NOTES I

Notice

&

$100.00 CASH PRIZE
KO AK FILM

An.

Not Everybody hi
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!.

25c

the

•••••••-.1

STORE MANAGER'S
SALE!

Regular 5c Size
CLARK'S or COAT'S

THREAD
10C
3 SPOOLSF
Standard quality in black or white. All
Sixes,

MEN'S WORK

45-inch First Quality

MEN'S FULL-CUT

PANTS

OVERALLS OIL CLOTH
White and a wide selection of new patterns.

AR:Warn mod

splendid

lAsith
Sixes

first

grade

kaatity

19c

A quantity purchase
accounts for this low
ptice. urn made
rood grade khaki, coyeels and denims

SHOES

joo big pockets en
bib and big roomy
pockets all way around, heavy blue
denim. They'll give
long service.

75

Khaki, Coverts, Denims

36-INCH BROWN

MEN'S KID SHOES—OXFORDS
Wide or medium straight lasts, leather
soles with soft black kid uppers—just the
shoes older men want for genuine comfort and good looks.

9c

Domestic

$198

Splendid grade, smooth
finish brown domestic,
suitable

Men's
Oxfords
Work Shirts

general

FAST COLOR PRINTS

MEN'S CHAMBRAY

Colorful summer patterns in a vast seleclion. 36 inches wide &
tub fast

BLACKS, BROWNS, WHITES,
All Sizes

$1.98

for

use. 10-yard limit

141:

HOPE DOMESTIC
Standard 36-in. genuine10
"Hoer" domestic, bleached, fine smnoth yarn.

Six styles to choose from. Medium or
wing tip toes, leather or rubber heels.
•y

Cat full, well made of fine yarn blue
chambrey. two big front pockets. Alt
sises:.14 14 17.

35c

FISH FRY

WHITE AND COLORED

Sandals SHADES
GREEN AND TAN

Open sandals in several new styles, low or
medium heels, all sites.

Standard size. Will not
crack or fray, oil finish
—good rollers—all fixtures incladed , ready
to hang.

98c

GREAT SAVINGS IN EVERY DEPT.

AT

dalleammitiommoss

-NATIONAL STORES CORP.
_ —4.
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Mrs. Christine Jetton
Is Katertahsed
A miscellaanous shower wm
given Mrs. Christine Jetton by
friends at her home, three miles
west of Lynn Grove recently.
Many friends attended and the
honoree receiyed many gifts.
Those present were Mrs. Wardy
Snow, Mrs. Parmer Butterworth,
Edna Yongue, Brown's Grove, Lois
Turnbow, Euple Beach. Mayfield.
Cora Sega, Edna Beach, Alene
Taylor, Farmington, Nancy Ruth
Hutchens, Donnie Hutchens, Eula
Armstrong, Ethel Boyd.
Mrs. Nancy Jetton, Brown's
Grove, Geneva Green, Detroit, Mae
Jetton, Brown's
Green, Mary
Grove, Ola Jetton, Brown's Grove.
Emma Coed, Browses Grove, Ruth
Yongue, Brown's Grove.
Erie Yongue, Brown's Grove, Lucille Jones, Ethel Byrley, Mary
'Lemons. Hazel May Beach, Brown's
Grove. Pearl - Jones, Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Hubert Derrington, Lilly Derrington, Lottie Armstrong.
• • •••
Mrs. Vergil McDaniel
Honored With Shower
A shower Was given Mrs. Vergil

McDaniel Wednesday afternoon by
Mrs. Bradford. Linn and Mrs. Tom
MaDaniel at: the home of Mrs.
Vergil McDaniel.
After games and contests were
refreshments
enjoyed, delicious
were served.
Those present were as follows:
etre. Lela McDougal, Mrs. Autry
Carroll, Charlene Carroll, Mrs.
Farie Redden, Martha Redden, Pat
Redden, Mrs. Bert Purdom, Mrs.
Gladys Outland, Mrs. Pollie
Stamps, Mrs. M. T. Spann, Martha
Spann, Joan McDaniel. Mrs. J. S.
Carraway, Gladys Miller, Mrs.
Bradford Linn, Mrs. Maud McDaniel.
Ragon McDaniel, Eva McDaniel, Mrs. Hollis Norman, Mrs.
Mattie Poyner, Mrs. Buren Poyner,
Ella Van, Mrs. Alford Anderson,
Mrs. Ether Millet, Mrs. Bion Poyner, Bobbye Sue Poyner, Mrs. Don
Parker, Gerald Parker, Rob Wayne
Parker, Mrs. Edith Cohoon, Mrs.
Tellus McDougal, Mrs. Lillie Mayer.
Mrs. Bertus Hodges, Mrs. Henry Boyd, Mrs. Josie Wilson, Mrs.
Louise Bailey, Mrs. Ada Morgan,
Mrs. Codell Morgan, Louise and

rk Why Gulf is the Gas
•
for the Fourth

•

*POWN-UPS SHOULD VILI.
IRATE the Fourth too! Drive
somewhere. Do things. But to
get maximum mileage use e
gasoline that's made specially
few July weather conditions -its
this district:1f you don't, part
of your fuel will blow out the
exhaust selbsessear, wasted. That
Good Gulf Gas is "Kept in
Step with the Calendar'—its
chemical formula is suited to
the season. That's why all elit
goct to week, 'sone of it goes 10
uaste. Try a tankful!

Boyd.
Those sending gifts were Miss
Lin 901116, Virginia 4pann, Mrs,
Gertife Willoughby, Dorothy and
Virginia Willoughby. Mrs. lull
Lodtbart, Mrs. Viola Hodgea. Mes,
Paul Fu;rell end Alice Hope, Mrs.
Amos Wells, and Mrs. Rupert Anderson.
Mrs. Mignon Lamm llonored
With Skewer
Mrs. Mignon Lamm was honored with a miscellaneous shower
at the home of her sister-in-Jew,
Mrs. Grace Lamm, near Protemus,
Saturday. afternoon, June 27.
The honoree received many
lovely gifts.
The afternoon was spent in conversation after which sandwiches
and cake were served.
Those present were Mrs. Lula
Boyd, Mrs. Ada Brooke. Mrs. Marvin Howard; Mrs. Minnie Howard,
Mrs. Reba Holsapple, Mrs. Christene Smith.
Mrs. Clara Howard and daughter, Mrs. Terrell Cochran, Mts.
Leo Smith, Mrs. Vela Lamm,
Mrs. Rudeene Holland, Mrs. James
West
Mrs. Beulah Lamm, MrS. Mignon
Lamm, Mrs. Grace Lamm, Mimi
Myrtie
Brooke. Miss Beauton
Smith, Misses Anna Mae and Mildred Lamm.
Those serilling gifts, Mrs. Ivis
Black, Mrs. Ralph Canter, Mrs.
Clayton smith, Mrs. Bettie Cook,
Mrs. Lola Williams, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Junes, Mrs. Ivie Mangrurn,
Mrs. Ada Brook, Miss Myrtle
Brook.
Arts And Crafts Club To Meet
With Mrs. Ola Denham, Hazel
The Arts and Crafts Club of
Murray will meet with Mrs. Ola
Denham at Hazel Wednesday, July
8, at 2:30 p. m.
Overby-Cotham Wed In
Muskogee, Oklahoma
Of interest to a wide circle of
friends and relatives in Murray
and Paducah is the announcement
of the masriage in Muskcigee,
Okla., Thursday evening of Miss
Theresa Naomi Overby of Muskagee and the Rev. Perry B. Cotham
of Shawnee, Okla.
The bride is the Iliaughter of
Reverend and Mrs. Coleman Overby, formerly of Murray, and the
bridegroom is the son of B. B.
Cotham of Murray.
In the presence of the bride's
immediate family and a small
group of friends of the young
people, the wedding was solemnized at 8:30 o'clock at the home
of the bride's parents, the bride'a
father performing the ceremony.
,The vows were exchanged before
an improvised altar of ferns, a
trellis covered with roses forming
va background. Baskets of gladioli
lent further beauty to the rooms.
The altar was lighted with pink
tapers in crystal holders.
Preceding the ceremony, Mr.
Eugene Cox of Shawnee sang "I
Love You Truly," and "Oh Prom*. Me" with Miss Bessie Mae
ey of Muskogee at the piano.
Mr. Cox also acted as best man
for Reverend Cotham.
The bride was lovely in a gown
of light blue triple sheer with
pink accessories and her flowers
were pink rosebuds. She was Ade
tended by her sister, Miss Lnuiell
Overby, Who was gowned In a
printed triple sheer with white
accessories. Miss Frances Overby,
-small sister of the bride played
the wedding march from "Lohengrin" as the bridal party entered
the room. Miss Overby wore is
formal gown of pink organdie, as,
did also little Jo Ann Eichisces
who carried the ring in a pink
rosebud. Miss Maxine Pennington
lighted the candles and chose for
her gown a pink lace with blue
accessories.
The marriage is the termination
of a childhood romance which
begun in Kentucky When the
bride and bridegroom were school
mates. Mrs. Cotham moved with
her parents to Muskogee a few
years ago, where her father is
minister of the Church of Christ
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—
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Grogan and
baby, Eva Gpe, Mrs. Lucy Rushing, Will "Iiii%mitie - and'Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Pidaiiien.,
• • •01 •

Harry Hanellee, James Rene- dred Lassiter, MEWS Ina and Eulaline, Emily Waldrop, cerac.ie Nell' ta
Mies Pearl Boyd.
Waldrop, !fella Mae thristenberry,
Misses Mary arid Vailie Rushing.
Magdalene Manning, Verdine Miss Martha Jane ilialhx:k. Miss
Medd, Brenda Fay Duncan, Irene Bessie Thurman. Miss Florence
Morgan, Rachel Morgan, Delon Thurman, Miss Anna Mae Bailey,
MS GAM itinnsiesdnis
Mae Adams, Willie Mae Pullen, Miss Meg Sfevtart, Misses Thelma
Miss Bias
. oe Gatlin entertained
Ophelia Sanders, Lucile Henty, and Trena Futrell, Misses Annie
With a bridge party Saturday afterPauline Haneline.
Rushing arid Miss Ruby Pittnuus, noon in Meer 44 her Weak end
Willis Ray Sanders, Falra Mae
Woodrow Smith, Truman Mc- guest. Mee lisrY ltakabell PatSanders, Pansy Fae Sanders, Re- Colston, Wade Roberts, Buel Har- terson, P,ris. Tenn.
becca Jo Waldrop, Keneth SW- gis. Ghil Hobson, Hahn= Stewart,
Liter in the afternoon delightning Hazel Carter, Dorothy Car- John Hem,' Outland, Prentis Mc.ter, Betty Jo Benet], Barbara Ann Cuiston. Cody Braye, Cecil Boyd_ fuly refreshments were served.
Thoee 'present were Miss Mary
Carter, Suds Nell Adams, June
Rue! and litsel Bray, Solon Bucy,
Carroll Adams, Helen Haneline, Buddie McNutt, Shorty McCuiston, Elizabeth Patterson, ibis Mary
Louise Manning.
Aohnnie McCuiston, Luther Mc- Elizabeth Hutton, Calarkine,
Mime Mary
Cuiston,
Woodrow Bucy, Troy Miss Sadie Nell Jones,
Louise Page, Cologne Tones, DonFrances Perdue, Miss Frances
Steele.
Steele,
Earl
ald Haneline, Nettie Jo Haneline,
Amelia Waters, Kiss Jane SexEarl Gene Haneline, Verda SlaughHoyt McClure, Gray Roberts, ton, Miss Marilyn Mason and Miss
ter, Rebecca Youngblood, Josephine Owen Futrell, Buster Evans, Robert
Eleanor Gatlin.
Youngblood, Loretta Fay Turner, McCage, Lubie Roberts, Mason
Bernice Easley, Robbie Easley, Thomas, Elmo Botnmer. R. C.
Since purchase a few years ago
Hollis Easley.
Stewart,
good
Jersey bulls,
of several
Those sending gifts were Mr. and
Finis Collins, Frank COOK, Galen Graves county dairy herds have
Hex Flint, Mrs. Alton Barnett, Miller, Billy Thurman, Mr. and improved materially.
Mrs. Monitta Boyd, Mrs. Nora Wil- Mrs. Loman Garner. Mr. end Mrs.
liams, Mozelle Williams, Mrs. Edith Loman Coleman and son Gene,
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Paschall, Mrs. Nerve Adams, Mr.
seesessessssesessveseeesesesseeseewesseseWessessssysessseesseesseessessySesvssessWisseese
and Mrs. Earl Adams, Stella Ray
JD "MR. DEBD. GOES TO TOWN," opening at the Mrs. Ida S'hankle, Hilda Mae JohnGAST
son.
CAPITOL MEATH&
Mrs. Effie Kingins, Mrs. Bedott
Graduating from high aches:A hi ard, Mis, Astron irnith. Mrs. Diithat City with the class Of '34, the iltrcl Finney, Mrs. Marshall Dar- Sanders, Mrs. Mildred Adams, Carlene Pullen, Mrs. Vera Cotham,
bride has since attended Abilene nell, Mrs. Lovie Finney, Mrs. FanMrs. Hobart Morgan, Mrs. Clarfly
Kirkland,
Mrs.
Mollie
Draffen,
Christian College. Abilene, Texas.
Morgan, 'Hafford
Darnell,
Reverend Cotham attended Mrs. Oytia Darnell, Mrs. Fannie ence
Freed-Hardeman College at Hen- Snow, Mrs. Ruth Pea, Mrs. Lorene Bura Haneline, Guthrie Smith,
FREE ICE WITH ALL REFRIGERATORS
Mrs. Roxie Majors, Mrs. Rune
dersun. Tenn. .and was graduated Wilson, Mrs. Hattie Haneline.
$8.50
100-pound Refrigerators
,
Stone.
from Murray State College in '34.
Mrs. Meddye Christenberry, Mrs.
Mrs. Lottie Cooper. Lucile CoopOthers as low as $3.00
The following fall he received his Mary Kirkland, Mrs. Pauline Cobb,
first local pastorate, becoming Mrs. Lucile Potts, Mrs. Lola' Jones, er, Mrs. Floyd Gupton, Mrs. 011ie
SINGER SEWING MACHINES, Guaranteed
Singleton, .Mrs. Betty Howard,
minister of the Church of Christ Mrs. Onie Mae Haneline, Mrs. Era
$3.95
Iron
Beds and Springs
Riley
Darnell,
Mrs.
Nellie
Darnell,
in Shawnee, Okla., where he is Duncan, Mrs. Vera Turner, Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sheridan, Mrs.
$8.95
Kitchen Cabinets
still located and has endeared Katie Adams, Mrs. Sylvia Dell
Jason Darnell, Harold Lloyd Darhimself to a large circle of friends Stone, Mrs. ArtenCe Cloys, Mrs.
CHIFFOROBES .. DRESSERS
and associates. not only in church Bettie Turner, Mrs. Lettye San- nell, Will Darnell, and Mrs. Lucile
Kemp.
circles but outside as well.
dens.
After a wedding trip of three 'istec Bessie Waldr8p, Mrs. Joe Birthday Party
weeks duration, to points '- in Haneline, Mrs. Anna Mae Webb,
A party was given - Miss Grayal
California the young couple will Mrs. Lizzie Bazzell, Mrs. Lizzie Pittman Saturday evening. June
be at home in Shawnee, Oklahoma. Turner, Mrs. • Onie Carter, Mrs. 27. in honor of her 17th birthday.
Those who attended the wedding Ophelia 13azzell, Mrs. Ethel DarSandwiches, cake, and lemonade
from Shawnee were, Messrs. and Dell. Mrs. Myrtle Manning, Mrs. were served.
Mesdames W. B. Cox, Jack Vs/Ion, Mary Frances Haneline, Mrs. CletMisses Mabel and Eulala Lovins;
C. E. Scott .
aiid
.
-Mr
.
Stewart. tie Black, Mrs. Buck Marine, Mrs. Miss Ann Lovins, Misses Noline
Era Slaughter.
and Bobbie McCuiston, Miss Faye
Mr. And Mrs. William Smith
Mrs. Ethel Stone, Mrs. Mary Smith, Miss Robbie mccuistors.
Honored
Easley. Mrs. Trudy Youngblood, Miss Sarah Nell Futrell, Miss Mil•
A miscellaneous shower was ,Climmie Youegblood, Violet Glen
given to Mr. and Mrs. William Rngers, Pryla Clayton Cloys, Dan
Smith on Saturday, June 27, at Adams, Billie
Adams, Wayne
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benny Stone, Cody Adams, Junior WilkerFinney.' The honorees received son. Clysta Lee Finney, Clifton
many beautiful and useful gifts 0. Finney, Luetta Finney, Harold
which were greatly appreciated. Lloyd Darnell, Bobbie Gene WilRefreshments of chicken sand- son. Patsy Ann Wilson, Winnie
wiches, cake and kool-aid were Jones, Bernell Sheridan. Martha
served.
Sue Kirkland, Evelyn Lou KirkThe guests were Mrs. Mary How- land. Ffanees Kirkland.
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Just Received

Large Shipment Second Hand Furniture

Anything in Second Hand Furniture
WE TRADE FURNITURE

CRASS
Basement Ford Garage

WO!
—that's no way to celebrate

on Fourth in crowded traffic

Free Storage
For Dry Wheat!
35 Lbs.of Flour Per Bu. for No.2
Highest Market Prices Paid for
Grain at All Times
we

Lynn Grove Milling Co.

COME GET THOSE NEW
GOODYEARS YOU NEED

NOW

Well show you why they're
the 1936

BLUE RIBBON VALUES
Prize Qatility at Every Prise

give you the GOODYEAR MARGIN OF
SAFETY — Center Tractfon for quickerstopping (let us show you!)
All are BLOWOUT PROTECTED IN EVERY
PLY by patented SUPERTWIST Cord—extra springy,
longer lasting (ask 4,to
demonstrate!)
All built to deliver LOWEST
COST PER MILE service by,
world's largest rubber company — maker of the most
tires by millions.
All

See our New

DOUBLE EAGLE
Al RWHEEL*
—theTIRE of Tires costs
surprisingly little more
than a regular tire._
ofteskstered

Lynn Grsmic, Ky.

"Skeets" Mayo's Minstrel Show at Backusburg July 4th
1,/

uzz

ireers
A
Life-Saver
for Pocketbooks!
How about

The pull of solid corr
fart and. reel luXUey;.'

al.

draws, be travel-wise

TO:,ffetil.,Melbourne.„„r
in St Louis. JtoSt.
few minutes from oil

Gives you 43', more non-skid
mileage. Standard on the new
cars. World's most popular
tire at any price. Look it over!
It's our biggest seller.

ooitits,of interest
Dining Room and
Coffee Shoo serving

splendid food at
low prices.
O. P GREATHOIJSE
Manager

......••••••••trimmommis•

$c ca EXPERTL7
.iju MOUNTED

SPEEDWAY
Head out way if you want the
finest,safest.longest-mileage
tire a arnaU price boys today
with all till Goodyear Bide
Ribbon features. ilere's the
tope at

es

EXPERTLY

g

$4 95

talIMINTED

BEALE MOTOR
CO.
Incorporated
Murray, Ky..

Phone 170

ere Star Men in Al G. Field's Minstrel

I.

ALLWEATHER?

PATHFINDER
Many of our customers say
its the biggest money's evrth
In town! World's first-choice
economy tire- over 22 miltion
sold to date. Real Goodymar
quality. Prize Value for pure!

World's
Greatest
Money-Saver!

llibaL BOULEVARD AT GRAND .
1(YENUL

esea-scerlerzarl

k4:

-•

41,
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Dexter News

Mrs. Hayden Walston arid
!lithe, returned home Sunday after
X two weelfs visit in Benton.
Mrs. Edwin Ripley and Miss
Jessie Andrus, of Paducah. spent
last week with Mr. and Mrs. John
Andrus, their parents.
Miss Maud Woodall spent the
week end in Murray.
Mrs. Will Cleaver and 'children.
of Paducah. spent the week end
her mother, Mrs. Alice
with
Pritchett.
Mrs. Clinton Edwards. Mrs. Bennie Brown and Miss Inez Cleaver
spent Saturday in Murray shops
ping.
Herman Jones. of Wildersville.

Tenn., *pent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Hopkins.
Mrs. Ida Gilbert of Jackson.
pris sent from Thursday 'till
ilifiv-IPPT-ReeyeerMrs. Bob Mathis spent Saturday
evening in Murray.
A fish fry was was enjoyed at
Hillman's Ferry Friday June 26.
served at 12
The dinner was
o'clock to 44 persons. The afternoon was spent in talking and
swimming. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burchett and
son Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. Buck
Threatt and sons. Jewel and Elvis,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonnie Filbeck and
mother and son, Hayes, Mr. and
Mrs. Haskel Staples. Mr. and Mrs.
Hare Ushrey and son J. D., Mr.
and Mrs. Brock Cannup and children. John and Helen. Mr. and

Save time
safety
an CONCRETE

Ala

Stella Gossip

'and Stewart counthree months. Made a swimming possible. But there are ho suitable river in 4Tritg
the river would be the
pool 90x36 etc. If I should ask hills to tie to between' Panther ties and
world as far as'neighthe manager in a nice manner, Creek and Tennessee fine which end of the.
east side is concerned
the
on
bors
Creek.
Panther
from
"Could _1 go in a swimmin?" and is 5 miles
will preach at
Is Z. Maley
to cross. ,
he said "No", then I would feel Highland has the best hills to tie when having a sea
Goshen Sunday morning at 10:411,
I am not interested in the picnic
&Ito but has no suitable foundamuchly humiliated.
o'clock and Cloys Lawrence at
grounds or fishing and hunting as ,
Nothin' from nothin' leaves noth- tion so they say.
Coldwater at same hour.
I do not fish or hunt, but am inthe
on
oolaers
sou$4
Calloway
in' with nothin' to carry.—"Eagle"
crested in our future bread basHighway manager sale for you
save
to
and
river foe 25as miles
and corn for cpuntry hams.
to cut off briar weeds on roadsides
kets
the
with
20 miles of bottom lands
land can be sold to the
so they could work and grade the
This
give
protection of the dam would
only once.
Government
road, "It you do."
us all the valley protected from
T. 0. Turner
milk
hauler,
Hill Adams, our
overflow and would give more
said that they had a son born last
THE AURORA DAM
than 29,000 acres of fine lands for
week—then the rain; he reckoned Ledger dr Times
corn, alfalfa and other crops which
broke up the drouth.
The Aurora Dam as it is called Would add to Calloway 20 per cent
When ycsi attend as an day, although it may be built 25 miles in production, where as to put the
public gathering take basket din- from Aurora Landing, is no per- dam at Highland would take from
2500 persons from
ner, but let it be a private dinner sonal matter of mine except I was Calloway 30 per cent of present .Approximately
county and surunder.' your own vine and fig tree, advocating the completion of the production, taking 25,000 acres of Murray, Calloway
were in Murray
•
which is the only way to solve the TVA improvement of the lower bottom lands from Calloway and rounding territory
Tennessee River before many in if put at Gilbertsville would take Sunday to attend the sixteenth an"Problem".
convention held at the
Had the pleasure of meeting Mr. West Kentucky or West Tennes- from Marshall county 40.000 Acres nual singing
The best singing in
faith
good
in
and
Would
active
courthouse.
were
This
see
land.
bottom
good
Amarillo,
of
of
Jones.
Leroy
Mrs.
and
do leave Calloway and Marshall coun- years was reported. Song leaders,
Texas, in 'Town' Saturday. Before as was advocated by Waldo to
songstert -ofstrie old - her marriage Mrs. Jones was Miss the. job- Ulth-as Iltt/e destructtOn ties T.;;;ithoUt iüitable latiaslo suj quartets —and
were present from
Oma Wrather sister to Frank of land as possible which is de- port their people. The lands below harmony school
Purchase as well as
Wrather and Dr. Wrather. Many pended upon for feeding the people the dam would be worth much all over the
territory.
days of adversity, trials ,and tri- of our country, never thinking more than the government will adjoining Tennessee
A full program was enjoyed by
umphs have come and gone since that 4he vision of the engineer pay, or it is now worth when not
Calloway
those attending and
last I saw "Oma" as a Coldwater would -turn „So such a gigantic fol- protected irons overflow.
very much pleated
were
ley as to awn the Tennessee, Ohio
singers
the
In
difference
school girl.
These is a vast
as well as the
Yesterday, Lee Barnett said. and Cumberland rivers with their opinion of the bottom, land owners with the attendance
We are still needing rain, but "Eagle go home with me and I'll tributaries of the lower valleys.
program.
when the AAA or the New full day's
now
we are patiently waiting for the -cut a ham." Yes fried, smoked
The location at Highland was Deal has raised the, value of corn
4th of July -4o bring us good ham, red gravy, hot, greasy biscuit desirable because it was the end
'Allen Newton of Estill county
from 20c to 80-c per bushel and
showers.
have entertifined kings and queens. of seven to nine foot navigation hogs from $2,40 to $9.50 per 100.
bought 400 high grade pullets to
Wheat threshing day in this com- Lee is magistrate in the Almo dis- on the Tennessee, but it is stated
We like our people east of the start a fall laying stock.
that the foundation is not suitable
munity was last Wednesday. A trict—good jovial fellow.
taking
group of women met with preDixon and Cable' thresher swung and who would advocate
pared basket dinners at the home back., through here. Virgil Coch- any chances of a foundation to
of Clarence Dyer's and they with ran made 141 bushels wheat, Irvan hold such a great body of water?
Mrs. Dyer set a table for 24 people. Forrest. 66; Elmus Jones, 264. Now It will be necessary to build a
This table was seated three times. listenS—Sarts Christenberry made navigation dam at some point
Every farmer was well pleased .75 bushels. NOT just only 7 either at Highland or some place
up
As there has been no news from with his yield and the speed that bushels. Shoo, fly. don't "bodder" below the dam if it is moved
I will be away next week attending the'Amthe river to guarantee a 9-foot
this locality for 'some time, some- Scudder Galloway. his two sons, me.
Lanzo Beaman, age 70. didet do channel.
erican Optometric . Association in Detroit. Miss
one might like to know what we and two Hargis boys used during
Mr. T. A. Phelps gets mixers up
a thing but throw one foot over
are doing in this part of the the three.hing.
Morris, my assistant, will receive appointments
county.
Mr. /mid Mrs. T. C. Geurin,,Mr. the top of my head. Active? I in his geography. He states that
Mrs. Bettie Duncan, who has and Mrs. J. 'H. Walston, Mr. and should snigger!! To hear one old, it is only 6 miles from Aurora to
after July 13th by calling 194.
been sick for some time, is little Mrs. Clyde Phelps and nephew gray, bald-headed granddaddy-call Shannon or the Shannon location
grand-pa "Uncle" when as a matter of fact it Is 21
improved.
Elwood Phelps and Mr. and Mrs. another old
Mrs. Stanford Schroader who Ott Holland attended the afternoon makes me so unconsolable sick at miles and Highland site is 28 miles
from Gilbertsville, but he states
has been -suffering with 'asthma dedication sermon at William's my gizzard I could kuss.
They C.') have been hauling it is 29 miles.
for some inontfis Is some better. Chapel Sunday.
I have no power to locate the
near
She spent the week end with her
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale had for truck loads of gravel from
OPTOMETRIST
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Sunday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. the "Iron Bridge" to Murray and dam but if I had I would move it
..•
as
Ilne
Tennessee
the
to
-tie*
as
past
the
Dexter.
for
Murray
State
College
of
Coursey
Fred Collie, Mrs. Mary Collie, Miss
Mrs. Gussie Futrell is able to be Virginia Collie. Miss Luna Elkins
out again after a month's illness. Miss Lucille Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Treaman Duncan. who has Mark Parker and children, Voris,
been suffering with pellegra for Daniel and Bobby, and Mr. Milton
several weeks is much improved. Winburn.
Miss Gladys Linn, of Alm° fil4utes
Mrs. Mary Collie is visiting in
Two, received back injuries in a
the home of her son, Asa Collie, of
car accident last Saturday night
Concord.
and was removed to her home
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Ragsdale
her
of
the
home
from
Sunday
8°1
'
1 10h z.ke,v1
,
4,
Collie atfriend, Miss Rhoda Herndon, by the and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
for
services
funeral
the
tended
Linn-Roberts Ambulance _service
Scott's Grove
of Benton. Miss Linn was later Mrs. Leon Collie at
removed to the Mason Hospital for Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Gracie Terry had for Suntreatment.
We are having a good attend- day guests, Mr. and Mrs. Crawance at Sunday School every Sun- ford McClure and children, and
day morning and at mid-week Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Phelps,
Bro. Charles Arnett delivered a
good sermon Sunday morrdralg at
Friendship church. His text was
"Worship God in Spirit and in
Truth."
• ••••••••••••••••••••
There will be a meeting of FaxA Po.ornount Picture with
on Future Farmers and eighth
. with
1
1 _00
I
grade boys at the school house
Friday afternoon, July 3, at 4
A new laugh-and-love
o'clock for the purpose of planning
team takes America by
a camping trip to Metropolis Lake.
trip
the
on
go
to
intend
who
_All
storm! Gary- Cooper and
must be present.
Jean Arthur, in a grand roA brand-new love-team...
A large number of old and young
topping
comedy
singthe
mantic
folks went to Murray for
daring Gary Cooper and
ing Sunday.
-great
own
Capra's
Frank
,double-daringJean Arthur.
Mr. and Mrs. Oatrnon Groganand
Day"
a
For
"Lady
hits,
and children took Sunday dinner
thrilling America
"It Happened One Night."
with Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Carraway.
in Capra's upA group of Faxon boys have
The new "best of the year"
been meeting at the school house
roarious picture
film is Columbia' Capra .„
softto
play
afternoon
Sunday
on
own
his
'topping
real
some
getting
are
ball. They
production,'Mr. Deeds Goes
good practice and we hope to have
smash hit — "It
to Town."
a real team this fall.
Happened One
Tom Terry of Detroit is at home
Gary is at his greatest ..
Night'!
on a two week's vacation. He is
visiting his wife, Mrs. Gray Terry
with Jean Arthur soaring
and children. This is the first
to stardom—in his arms!
time he haf" had a vacation fOr
With 20 millions in his lap,
about four years.
Miss Annie Helen Ragsdale is
Gary does everything he's
visiting this week with her grandever dreamed of—plays the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Ragstuba—feeds doughnuts to a
dale, of Murray.
Mrs. Golden Ragsdale had for
horse—chases fir &wines—
dinner guests Sunday. Bro. Mathis,
and
races into romance with
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Morris. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Barnett. Aftera "lady in distress!" This
noon callers were Mr. and Mrs.
brand-new, grand-new love
Raymond Phelps.

Mrs. Ruby Edwards and mother.
Mrs. Dowdy. Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Rose and son Ray Gilbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Threatt and
chi/dress. Will and Wilma. Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Pace and children. Treampn. Nell, and Earleen, Yancey
Darnell. Charles Harris, Mrs. Leona
Threatt. Miss Willie Mae Short,
Miss Olene Caldwell, Miss Eugenia
Woodall.
Mrs. Bob Mathis spent Thursday
and Friday in 'Hazel visiting her
aunt. Mrs. Jennie Stewart.
, Mr. and Mrs. Lorene Jones and
baby have returned to Detroit after
a two week's visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd -Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Riley.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Scott and
children. of Centralia. Ill., spent
the week end with Mrs. Anna
Scott and Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Daughtry.
- Mrs. Treys McDaniel spent Saturday in Murray.
Mrs. Eonice Jeffrey, of Murray, spent Saturday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jeffrey.
Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell and family visited in Tennessee Saturday
and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thorn
visited in Paris over the week end.
Mrs. Ralph McDaniel spent Monday in Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Legal Jackson and
daughter Doris Jean. spent Sunday- with Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Woodall.—C. A.

prayer service each Wedttaaday
night. We hope others will come
and ,be with us in these services.
Mrs. Lorena Marshall and little
daughter spent several days visiting in Paducah recently.
Mrs. Cletis Bizzell, of Paducah,
Is visiting relatives here this week.
Miss Hopkins has returned from
a few days visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Hercy Hopkins, of Paducah, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Linn, of Benton.
Mrs. Ellen Crisp has been quite
sick this week.
-Mrs. Jennie Bishop attended the
family reunion at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. N. P. ilutsOn. of _Murray,
Sunday.
Mrs. Keys Futrell and Miss Emma Keel entertained their Sunday
Scha class with a weiner roast
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bill Dunn and baby left
Sunday for Princeton where she
will be employed in the hosiery
mill. Mr. Dunn and the other
two children will not go for a few
days.—E. H.

Letter to Editor

2500 Are•liere
. For Singing Sunday

Faxon News

ANNOUNCEMENT

Temple Hill News

IF you're like the vast majority
A of drivers, you travel faster
on concrete without knowing
it! Check up on your next trip
Iliad see if it isn't so.
-...--Concrete makes your C/f run
better,lets the motor settle into
a sweet, steady hum that literally eats up the miles.It relieves
you of tension and fatigue.
There are no ruts to fighr, no
bumps and jolts to tear at the
steering wheel; no tendency to

...

skid or slip. Without a conscious thought, you go faster
because you know you're safer
on concrete!
Ofcourse you know that concrete roads are economicalfrom
the standpoint of upkeep. But
do you know that they actually
cost less to build than other
roads of equal load.bearing
capacity? And that they cost
less to drive on than inferior
surfaces?

"An Open Letter to Henry Ford" gives the
facts about concrete. Free for the asking.

PORTLAND

CEMENT

ASSOCIATION

610 Merchants' Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

ORVIS C. WELLS

T(NitYA7d

CAPITOL

=Comfortably Cool

—GALA HOLIDAY SHOW SATURDAY—

ZANE GREY'S

"TIM SKY

14
(PAIRADZI'

i ,..i
- ------:—'''Plisl

"DESERT
GOLD"

\ William Gorgon•Katherine DeNtilla
SUNDAY and MONDAY

Larr "Buster" Crabbe •

team is sweeping the country with their rioutous fun
in Capra's new pace-setting
entertainment! It's the biggest laugh hit of the year—
produced by the o. 1 director-writer team, Frank Capra and Robert Riskin!

With the aid of the Pet Milk
Company, dairy herd improvehlents
are progressing in -Graves county.

For Bad feeling

Live In A House Thai Is
Rent Free
,
:

,
;

—

The landlord doesc't call at your own OWN HOME. You can
enjoy the added comfortAnd freedom that only a home of your own
provides.
We can provide estimates that are surprisingly low. Estirdates
that includettop" materials and workm4pablii. Don't delairr
PRICES _ARE ADVANCING.
Murray and Calloway county are advancing iittpi a $500,000
. BVILD
building boom: Others are building ... Don't just plan

.•.,.
wray Lumber Co.
Incorporated

—Everything to Build Anything—

Depot Street

Phone 262

Due to Constipation
ON rid of eonsupauon by twang Blibk.
Draught. au soon as you notice that bowel
activity has sowed up or you begin to earl
-ataissisb. Thousands prefer Btaes-Draustst
lee the refreshing reust it has brought
Mrs. Ray Mullins. of We. Ark-

/°e/5 ar71°71AN ARTHUR

"My husband and I both take
Slack-Draught and find it
bltioutnesa. and
for
constipation.,leabia, aching, tired Feel:rig that
arab moreartilUon.seam Sem Ws
4# Black-Draught. mediate
0
alise te /1 .
she sus:
duieren.
mem
'Slaw tetelbs Saito and It gave sash
14 neaIla

'Mem

.TbsaSsrta

ob

BLACK DRAUGHT

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
Love as enduring as th• towering pines
. flames across the screen
that shelter it

SHOES -DYED
,any color and colors
renewed
WHITE SHOES, ladies' or
men's cleaned and refinished in solid. white.

NATURAL COLOR!

SIDNEY- MANUFMAY • FONDA

1keTRJ1t LONESOME PINE"

Vulco-Soling
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

e annioh Sonar, Robert 1104Ftt
Fncd tlone
Spool., McFarland Furry Knish.. A went 111/cong-. Pcoduccorn
•
y • A P•ternrant P
. n- .
.n Finchnne,er

East Maple Street
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Featuried in the large cast
are Lionel Stander, Douglass Dumbrille, George Bancroft and Raymond Walburn.

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

